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FOCUS ON XYLEXPO 2016

Most of this Xylon International issue is dedicated
to Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition
of woodworking technology and furniture industry
supplies to be held from 24 to 28 May at the Fieramilano-Rho expo center.

SCM GROUP IN THE WORLD:
EXPORT,
20 BRANCHES, 350 DEALERS ON 5 CONTINENTS,
TINENTS, 90% EXPORT
T, 17.000 MACHINES PER YEAR
There are countless, concrete reasons why the wood
industry continues to choose SCM. Our numbers speak
clearly
y, but even clearer are the words of our customers
clearly,
around the world. Loyal customers, with whom we have
developed a working partnership over the decades that
has enabled us to hone in on products and services
that respond to their needs. This is how our group has
partnered them in the face of a challenging market,
and has become a vital part of their success.

65 YYears
ears
e of know-how and specialist knowledge
Certiﬁed Quality of an integrated supply chain, 100% Made in Italy
15 Brands specialised in woodworking technologies
The widest range of solutions
Customer-oriented
Customer
r-oriented
--o
care in every part of the world
Extremely low cost of ownership
500 Engineers dedicated to R&D
500 active patents
Latest generation software developed by SCM
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COMPANY REVIEW
Alberti Engineering, Barberan, Baumer, Biesse,
Cefla, Finiture, Giardina, Greda, Homag Group,
Lamello, Leitz, Leuco, MetalWorld, Robatech, Salvador, Scm Group, Weinig, Wintersteiger.....these
are just few names of the companies featured in
this issue inside Focus on Xylexpo.

from page 8
ACIMALL AT SALONE DEL MOBILE
There was much curiosity around Acimall, the
Italian woodworking machinery and tools manufacturers’ association, for the first time at Salone
del Mobile.Milano, the biggest and most celebrated
furniture exhibition held at FieraMilano-Rho last
April 12 to 17.
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Behind the global success of Italy’s leading
supplier of woodworking equipment are many strong reasons.

USEFUL ADDRESSES...
A new feature for our readers, a “who’s who” we
have never promoted as it deserved. Now we are
casting a spotlight in
this “issue.
A way to be found and to find partners...

on page 30
EXHIBITION CALENDAR

Visit Scm Group at Xylexpo
24-28 May, Milan
Hall 2 - Stand A01
www.scmgroup.com

Another very popular section of our magazines:
upcoming industry exhibitions...

on page 31
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Global markets are going strong, but the Italian
domestic market is also dynamic, with almost
double growth rates compared to foreign markets.
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FOCUS ON XYLEXPO 2016

Long live Xylexpo 2016!
Omec: at Xylexpo 2016 the main product lines
Imas: suction and aspiration plants
Barberan: latest news at Xylexpo 2016
Forezienne: wide range of sharpening machines
An intensive season for Biesse
Growing with Homag Group
Steton: wide and articulated production range
Borgonovo: new embossing machine
Start Power: the Ism frequency generator
Cefla Finishing presents the innovative
“IGiotto App Twin”
Osai-Prima Electro: Open drive “OD700”
Giardina Group at Xylexpo 2016
Scm Group: a meeting with Andrea Aureli
Weinig Group in Milan
BigonDry: environment-friendy solutions
Cml: “Technology meets experience”
Leitz “ProfilCut Q”:
proven in everyday production
Ica Group: “Micro Matter” and “Deep Black”
Comec: solutions and contnuous innovation
Salvador: “Let’s bet on Xylexpo 2016!”
Open day success
Casadei Busellato-RW Machines
Finiture: It’s easy to paint windows...
G3 Fantacci: production growth and evolution
Anest Iwata: better finishing at a better cost
Lamello: connecting with the “P-System”
Omga-Dierregi: new Optimizing saw
The first forty years of Metal World
Essetre: the tradition renewed in Essetre’s home
Benz: first test, then buy
Pessa: specialist in flaking and chipping lines
Discotelsisal: quality and simplicity
A.Cremona: proudly “Made in Italy”
Coima: suction, filtering and storage systems
Baumer: innovative dimension control
Hecht: experience speaks for Hecht
Uniconfort: high efficiency, hogh technology
Unlimited creativity: Ormamacchine technology
for Figini production
Greda: a new way to innovate!
Framar: “Centerdoor” and “Win-Tech”
Stark: “Dynamic Line”
Igus: dust-repellent e-chains & bearing products
Polishstyl: solutions for brushing
and polishing-sanding machines
Robatech: innovative gluing technology
Titman: the best in router tooling
Instalmec: three new systems
Leuco: “High-end” edge in the furniture industry
Pagnoni Impianti: “Quickline” at Xylexpo 2016
Wintersteiger to showcase entire service range
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

The economic figures published by Acimall
are clear: in the first quarter of the year, orders in
the Italian woodworking machinery and tools industry increased by 22.7 percent compared to
the same period of 2015, with orders from abroad
up by 20 percent and domestic orders up by 37
percent.
We are still far from the record figures of 2007,
more than 35 percent points according to the
index at current prices referred to the first quarter
2005, so the glass is half full or half empty
according to your attitude.
It's half empty if you consider that those results
belong to a forgotten economic age, totally different
and impossible to repeat; it’s half full if you think
the gap can be bridged and there is a target to
achieve.
Being optimistic by nature, I would pick the
second option. But it's not just a matter of optimism:
my opinion is also supported by the daily analysis
of industry trends, that are clearly recovering, although with a different structure compared to ten
years ago.
The industry of woodworking technology is extensive, from sawmilling in forests to furniture lacquering, from small tools to plants worth several
million euro, so an accurate analysis is not always
easy. However, one thing is for sure: we are going
through progressive consolidation that is splitting
the industry in two: on one side, two or three big
industrial groups that keep growing, on the other,
a multitude of not even medium, but small or
even very small businesses, with niche products
and high technological standards.
The gap between “pocket corporations” and
small businesses is getting wider and deeper.
Having said this, experience teaches that, if the
markets go well, normally that’s true for everyone,
although there are obvious differences.
So, the atmosphere is quite positive as we approach Xylexpo, where all the big actors will finally
be present, with large halls and their best outfit.
The exhibition, celebrating its 25th edition, has
been with us over the years, throughout our
working life. It will be time for celebrations not
only for the exhibition, but also for Acimall, which
has turned fifty.
Our editorial staff will be there as well, so join us
to celebrate together...

Dario Corbetta
Managing Director
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NEWS

COMPANIES

AWARDS

Duilio Perna is the new Sales Manager of Beckhoff Automation

“Scm Special Prize” at Design Award

From 1st January 2016 Duilio Perna has been
appointed Sales Manager of Beckhoff Automation srl, the Italian branch of the homonymous
German company, founded in 1980, providing
automation solutions with Pc-based control technology.
Married with two children, a Sicilian origin but
Lombard by adoption, Duilio Perna, born in 1978,
soon after graduating in electrical engineering
from Politecnico di Milano and his first job in Abb
Italy, he gained important experience at national
and international level, the first of which within
Siemens A&D Division, where he holds the position
of System Manager motion control solutions for
the sector of port and industrial cranes, committed
in 2006 at the general headquarters of the Dutch
Cranes division.

It was held Friday, April 15 at the Salone Satellite
the awarding of the 3rd Design Award winners
promoted by Riva 1920. At the event, Andrea
Aureli, Ceo of Scm Group, presented the "Special
Award Scm Group", which went to the young
designer Reinaldo Sanchez Espanol to the
stool “Rita”. This stool, as the designer explains,
reflects a concept of sculptural and dynamic
sitting, inspired by nature and the movement of
the wind. Featuring an original and chic design
aesthetic, the product structure is made from a
single piece, carved from a single block of wood.
This allows efficient use of materials, as well as
making the strong and resistant product, while
maintaining a good level of comfort. The “special
prize Scm Group”, selected by Maurizio and
Davide Riva, was awarded the "Rita" stool because
of its shape, representative of the rich processing

International experience continues in 2008 with
the Us Moog, where Perna since 2010 held the
position of Market Manager in the field of solutions
for Power Generation markets and Oil & Gas,
with responsibilities in business development, engineering and project management across Europe,
then integrated by the position of interim manager
for the Italian technical office.
After this intense period that has seen him involved
in Europe, Duilio Perna comes back to Italy where,
within Emerson Industrial Automation, for a part
of 2015 deals with solutions for industrial plants
engineering and ship propulsion. ■

FAIRS
International wood fair Klagenfurt
The Central European timber and forestry industry
will meet once again in Klagenfurt from 1 to 4 September 2016 to find out all the latest trends in their
trade at the INnternational Wood Fair and the Holz&Bau
event. More than 500 exhibitors from 22 nations represent the entire value chain on a 30,000 square
meters exhibition space: from forestry to sawmill technology, from green energy to logistics, from structural
engineering with timber to joinery & carpentry supplies.
With 22,000 trade visitors from Austria and abroad,
the International Wood Fair Klagenfurt is the leading
trade show for the forestry and timber industry in
Central and South-eastern Europe. "We present a
unique and representative cross-section of the
entire value chain", says Ceo Erich Hallegger and
underlines the unique selling proposition of the Wood
Fair within the European trade show scene. Its unique
position makes the trade show so immensely attractive
for high-level trade visitors, of whom 36 percent come
from abroad. At the last event in 2014, 50 percent of
all visitors were sole decision-makers in their companies. The Timber Fair more than lives up to its
reputation as an international trade show: One in
three of the 500 suppliers here comes from outside
Austria; and the trend is growing. ■

FAIRS
Record demand at Bauma 2016
A seven-day show of superlatives at bauma attracted
around 580,000 visitors from 200 countries to Munich
between April 11 and 17. That’s a rise of more than
nine percent. After Germany, the top ten countries of
origin among the visitors were Austria, Switzerland,
Italy, France, the Netherlands, UK, Sweden, the
Russian Federation, Poland and the Czech Republic.
A total of 3,423 exhibitors − 1,263 from Germany and
2,160 from abroad − from 58 countries presented
their products, developments and innovations on a
record 605,000 square meters of exhibition space.
Exhibitors from outside Germany accounted for 63
percent of the total − higher than ever before.
Klaus Dittrich, Chairman & Ceo of Messe München,
is delighted: “The response from the participants
this year was amazing. The visitors at bauma always
come looking to invest, but this year the exhibitors’
order books filled up much faster than expected.
Many exhibitors are talking about a record level of
demand at bauma 2016. And that is an extremely
positive sign in this current uncertain climate.” Johann Sailer, Chairman of the Vdma Association for
Construction Machinery and Building Material Machines, agrees: “Bauma is the ideal platform for
presenting innovative new developments, because
it has a big impact in the industry around the world.
Again in 2016 the world’s largest show of construction
machinery will deliver impetus for further growth in
our sector.” The next bauma takes place from April
8 to 14, 2019 in Munich. ■
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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achieved with
the advanced
Scm technologies in numerical control. Now
in its third year,
the contest of
ideas promoted by Riva 1920 has seen an impressive membership with over 1,240 projects
submitted from around the world. The reward
committee, composed of successful figures in international design, with the participation of: Marva
Griffin, founder of Salone Satellite and responsible
of Federlegno press office; Roberto Snaidero,
President Federlegno; Giovanni Anzani, President
Assarredo; Gilda Bojardi, Director of Interior; Architects Michele De Lucchi and Terry Dwan. The
competition has awarded six winners, three for
each category, which have been joined 6 special
prizes sponsored by major companies, including
Scm Group. ■

NEWS

FAIRS

COMPANIES

COMPANIES

Biesse celebrated its successes and its founder Giancarlo Selci

Bosch Rexroth: 2015 provisional data

Scm Groups presents 2015 results

Bosch Rexroth, part of the Bosch group specialized in drive technology and controls, is
currently facing a weak global economy in the investment goods sector.
Based on provisional comparative data, in 2015
the company reported a drop in turnover of 3.2
percent, amounting to 5.4 billion euro.
The decline in sales has already been considered
the sale of Wind Turbine Gearbox industry at ZF
Friedrichshafen AG, which took place during the
year. In North and South America, Bosch Rexroth
was able to increase revenue also remains stable
on the German market, despite the difficulties of
the local context.
The company has registered a negative budgetary
trend in other European countries and Asia. ■

The Scm Group held its press conference at the
18th Holz-Handwerk trade fair in Nuremberg,
Germany. The Group is a leading producer of
advanced technology solutions for the woodworking industry. Andrea Aureli, the Scm Group
Chief Executive Officer, underscored the outstanding 2015 results, achieved thanks to the unique
values that helped make Scm a world leader. The
Group, headquartered in Rimini, Italy, includes
20 overseas branches, 3 main production centres
in Italy with total area of 600,000 square meters,
and over 3,000 employees, 1,000 assistance technicians and over 350 distributors and agents
operating in 120 countries. "We are extremely
pleased with the 2015 results. We closed the
year with over 500 million Euro in sales, a 10
percent growth compared to 2014, and with 56
million of gross operating margin, a net profit of
17 million and debt down to zero," said Mr.
Aureli. "We also recorded significant achievements in overseas markets, which account for
90 percent of our business. We opened three
new branches in Dubai, Kuala Lumpur and the
U.S. West Coast, expanding our already widespread international network". Andrea Aureli also
stressed the importance of investments the Group
intends to make as part of its 2016-2018 business
plan. The second to take the stage at Holz-Handwerk was Luigi De Vito, Director of the Scm
Group Woodworking Machinery Division, who
presented the outstanding results of the Woodworking Division, an excellent worldwide leader.
“With our Woodworking Machinery Division –
whose offering addresses the entire secondary
wood processing sector, with a market value
estimated at 3,300 million Euro – we have
reached a turnover exceeding 380 million Euro,
a brilliant result which places us as the second
player in the sector. The Division’s turnover has
increased by 23 percent compared to 2014, with
over 17,000 machines sold. ■

The Biesse
Group has
now been in
existence for
nearly half a
century: years marked
by tenacity,
passion and
foresight, resulting in the
success of a
company that employs around 3,200 people worldwide, with revenues at 31/12/2015 of around
Eur 520 million.
On 16 April the Pesaro based Group celebrated
this important landmark and its founder, Giancarlo
Selci, who turned 80 a few months ago. "Una vita
in movimento" was the theme of the gala dinner,
which ha been attended by about 300 guests.
In addition to the Authorities, including Minister
Maria Elena Boschi and Mayor of Pesaro Matteo
Ricci, business people, politicians, customers,
suppliers, and the Group's domestic and international retailers were present.
The evening showed the story of the past, present
and future of the company, highlighting technological innovation and human capital, the pillars on
which the group has built its worldwide success.
There was excitement and lots of emotion but
more than that.
The editor of newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore, Roberto
Napoletano, and the Director General of Confindustria Pesaro, Urbino Salvatore Giordano, commanded everyone's attention when they launched

the book "Machine Made"
dedicated to
Giancarlo Selci and accompanied
by a video
with best wishes from
some of his
friends.
And then there was quality music with performances by Raphael
Gualazzi and "Neri per Caso" who closed the
evening with an outstanding "a cappella". There
was also a charity spot, reflecting the Selci family's
deep belief in the need to consider the company
not merely a job provider, but also a place to give
people the opportunity to affirm their humanity
and values.
The founder Giancarlo Selci, the creative genius
behind what has dubbed itself a "pocket multinational", can now say with satisfaction that he has
created a model of Brand Italy that has conquered
the world. Today the Biesse Group employs more
than 3,200 people worldwide, with a particular
emphasis on the foreign market (over 46 percent
of employees live abroad). It has grown strongly
over the last three years, with almost 400 new
staff, along with revenue growth of 251 million
between 2009 and 2015. Indeed, growth "exploded"
in 2015 with an overall rate of 21.5 percent compared to the year before. ■

FAIRS
Four key topics at Bau 2017
Bau 2017 is getting ready to open its gates (1621 January 2017 in Munich) with four key topics
that are critical to the future of building.
Many exhibitors will orient their presentations to
those topics and have corresponding solutions
on display. In the fair's forums, architects, building
engineers and project developers will explain
and discuss various aspects of these key topics.
And in Bau's special shows, they will be demonstrated using examples of various products and
projects.
Key topics will be: Intelligent facades; Digital
design, construction and management; Smart
buildings and Living and building 2020. ■

FAIRS
New site layout unveiled for Ligna
Ligna 2017, to be held from 22 to 26 May 2017,
features a brand-new site layout jointly conceptualized by Deutsche Messe, the woodworking
branch of the German Woodworking Machinery
Manufacturers’ Association (Vdma) and Ligna
exhibitors.
There will be a total of seven display categories:
Tools, Machinery and Plant for Custom and Mass
Production (“Secondary Processing”); Surface Finishing Technology; WoodBased Panel Production;
Sawmill Technology; Energy from Wood; Machine
Components and Automation Technology; Forestry Technology. The display categories have
also been rearranged for more logical transitions
between related topics on site.
The market leaders will be spread across several
halls. The displays that make up the category
“Tools, Machinery and Plant for Custom and Mass
Production” (in short: “Secondary Processing”)
will be sited in halls 11 to 15 as well as in Hall 27.
At the upcoming Ligna, “Surface Treatment Technology” gets its own dedicated display in Hall
17, which is close to – and thematically related to
– the displays of “Wood-Based Panel Production”
in Hall 26. Also located in Hall 26 is “Energy from
Wood”, right next to “Sawmill Technology” in Hall
25. Hall 16 houses a completely new display category entitled “Machine Components and Automation Technology”. The topic areas covered by
the exhibitors in Hall 16 – located between “Surface
Treatment Technology” and “Secondary Processing” – include electric automation, power transmission and control, data exchange and automation software.
The presentations of “Forestry Technology” will
be housed as before on the open-air site and in
the pavilions beneath the Expo Canopy. Here,
too, the new layout will lead to beneficial synergies.
The modified spread of displays on the open-air
site is largely shaped around the main stages in
the production chain. ■

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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SICAM
Current list of exhibitors in online
It is online on the new web site www.exposicam.it
the current list of exhibitors at the next Sicam in
Pordenone scheduled from 18 to 21 October
2016. With the exhibition space occupied to date,
the show promises to overcome the values and
the results of last year in terms of relationships: in
2015 more than five hundred exhibitors from 33
countries met operators of more than 6,700 companies (of which 29 percent foreign, from 96 different countries). This year the event will occupy
all the halls of the exhibition center of Pordenone
and an additional structure will be set up to accommodate catering services. ■

IGUS
Fourteen new iOS apps
Over 30 online tools make it very easy for Igus
customers to find, configure and order energy
chains, cables and cable systems. For those
who work not only on the Pc but also on mobile
devices, now has the option to also avail of 14
motion plastics apps at the Apple App Store.
The quick offline access not only saves time, but
is also easy and comfortable. And that too worldwide, because the iOS apps are available worldwide in 15 languages. At the 2015 Motek, igus
displays 175 new plastic solutions for moving
applications, which reduce costs and increase
the service life of the application. In addition to
the product development the motion plastics specialist heavily invests, within the meaning of
Industry 4.0, in the digital networking of the entire
process chain, starting from customer enquiry
and commissioning of predominantly customconfigured applications. ■

EVENTS

SALONE DEL MOBILE.MILANO
The international scope of
Salone del Mobile.Milano
translated into great success for the 2016 edition,
as shown by the final figures
of the design event at Fiera
Milano Rho: 372,151 visitors (up by 4 percent compared to 2014, when the
biennial exhibitions EuroCucina and International
Bathroom Exhibition were held). On Saturday and
Sunday, open to the public, 41,372 accesses
were recorded. These figures clearly indicate that
the recovery of Italian furniture is going on. This
trend was supported by the strong attraction of
the event: the 55th edition gathered more than
2,400 exhibitors from 160 countries, displaying
an offer that represents big efforts and investments
in research and development, innovation in technology and equipment, and design. The recovery signs of Italian furniture witness to the
strength of the Italian wood-furniture industry,
which closed 2015 with a total turnover of 40.722
billion euro, up by 2.7 percent from the previous
year. Once again, the key drivers were “made in
Italy” and the production of quality furniture, which
were divided into classical, design and luxury
categories at the Milan event. The luxury segment
reached apex with the “xLux” show, which certified

the maturity of a product
category that is mostly popular in the American, Middle East and Far East markets. Exhibitors presented
a range of products, from
single components to integrated furniture sets, that
started from classical shapes to create a new contemporary language,
a linear design with rich details, finishes, warm
and soft valuable materials, offered by the
world's major fashion brands. Several trends
coexist in the design world, revealing a variety
of languages on one side and the capacity to
deploy technological innovation on the other.
In Milan, the new proposition of high-quality
serial productions as an added value, combined
with the use of innovative materials and technologies, lives side-by-side with handicraft
“gestures” and a taste for technological details,
such as creativity expressed through irony
and playfulness. The nostalgia for design from
the Fifties (and the Eighties as well) gives substance to historical continuity within the search
for contemporary furniture, also leveraging a
strong link to Scandinavian and Asian production, Japan first. (o.r.)

CSIL: “WORLD FURNITURE OUTLOOK”
Also in 2015, the Asia and Pacific region kept
running on the international scenario, both for
furniture production and for consumption. This
trend is reported in the new “World Furniture Outlook" presented by Csil during Salone del
Mobile.Milano. World furniture production in
2015 is worth
more than 400
billion US dollar.
Around 35 percent of the value
is exported,
whereas 65 percent is consumed in the
countries where
production takes place. Over
half of world furniture production takes place in Asia and Pacific,
a share increasing year after year. Europe, followed
by North America, are the two other main manufacturing regions on a world scale. Comparing
the figures of global furniture trade in the 20102015 period, the “World Furniture Outlook” shows
that in 2010 the Asia and Pacific region represented
44 percent of global furniture production, followed
by Europe at 34 percent and North America at 16
percent. South America lagged far behind at 3
percent, Africa at 2 percent and the Middle East
at 1 percent.
According to preliminary estimates by Csil, in
2015 the ranking is the same, but market shares
have changed significantly, with Asia and Pacific
up to 55 percent, while Europe drops to 26 percent, North America remains at 14 percent and
South America also falls back to 2 percent.
Global furniture consumption amounted to
455 billion US dollar in 2014, while the estimated
increase in 2015 is 2.8 percent in real terms. Also
in 2016, the annual growth rate of furniture consumption is expected to reach 2.8 percent in real
terms.
World furniture consumption in 2015, divided by
region, sees Asia and Pacific on top with a 44
percent share, followed by Europe with 26 percent,
North America with 22 percent, South America
and Africa both with 3 percent, and the Middle
East with 2 percent. In 2017, another increase in
furniture consumption is expected, with approxi-

ACIMALL AT SALONE DEL MOBILE.MILANO
There was much curiosity for Acimall, the association of Italian woodworking technology manufacturers, at Salone del Mobile.Milano, where
Acimall participated for the first time in collaboration
with Ice, the agency for the promotion and internationalization of Italian companies, and the
support of a few industry leaders (Biesse Group,
Cefla, Elettromeccanica Giordano Colombo, Giardina Group and Scm Group).
The Acimall stand was designed to put all member
companies in the forefront, highlighting their role
in this famous exhibition. Videos and pictures
showed the state of the art of woodworking and
furniture industry technology and the peaks of
excellence it has achieved.
The origins, the roots of this industry were represented by two ancient machines, a combined
machine from 1945 and a jigsaw set from the
Twenties, both offered by Fondazione Museo
del
falegname
Tino
Sana
(www.museotinosana.it).
“We had the opportunity to meet a different audience – said Lorenzo Primultini, president of
the Confindustria-member association – achieving
the goal we had set: taking part in this big
design event to remind everyone that we have
always been proud actors of this industry!...”

“It was a great pleasure for us to open the
Salone doors to Acimall”, said Roberto Snaidero,
president of FederlegnoArredo and Salone del
Mobile.Milano. “We believe it is time to collaborate
on several topics, extending our partnership
across the supply chain to be even more effective...”.
“Italy woodworking and furniture technology is
an asset known all over the world”, added Dario
Corbetta, Acimall director. “We are second only
to Germany as manufacturers, but we are the
biggest exporters: over 80 percent of the concepts, machines and plants produced by our
174 member companies are installed in all
countries around the world...”. (l.r.)

“SPACE&INTERIORS”: TIMELESS CREATIVITY

mately 3 percent annual growth in Asia and
Pacific, followed at close distance by North
America, and then the Middle East and Africa.
Europe is going to stop below 1.5 percent,
South America will decrease by 1 percent; in
the latter region, recovery signs can be found
if you expand
the vision to
2020 (plus
1.5 percent
approximately).
In the past
five years,
import to the
United States, grown
from 19 billion US dollar
in 2009 to approximately 32 in 2015, was the
main driver of global growth.
The biggest flow of furniture export originates
in China, Germany, Italy, Poland and Vietnam
and moves to the United States, Germany,
France, the United Kingdom and Canada. Europe is still relatively closed to import from extra-Eu manufacturers, with a 17 percent share
in 2015 against 15 percent in 2010.
The Nafta countries, at 33 percent in 2010,
reached 39 percent in 2015 and reaffirmed
their strong propensity to open trade. Asia
and Pacific stand out also from this standpoint
as a growing region but still closed to import
from abroad, with a share that has been nailed
down at 2 percent from 2010 to 2015. In South
America market shrinkage is due to the difficult
situation in Brazil, although this market keeps
opening up.
The Middle East is the second area in terms of
accelerated growth and openness to import,
although those countries now have to face the
challenge of oil prices.
Africa recorded a 20 percent increase in
furniture consumption. Csil report indicates
that world furniture trade results will fit into a
general trend of increasing world Gpd from
3.4 percent in 2016 to 3.6 percent in 2017,
with different trends between emerging and
developing economies.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

During Salone del Mobile.Milano, “space&interiors” made its debut. The first event offered a
sort of "distant interaction" between interior design
masterpieces and contemporary production of
architectural surfaces and decorations.
The exhibition route led from furniture to
building, going through interior architecture.
It reaffirmed the unbreakable link between the international design show and Design with a capital
“D”. This is the meaning of the first edition of
“space&interiors”, the exhibition dedicated to architectural decorations that, during “Fuorisalone”.
The exhibition – promoted by FederlegnoArredo,
sponsored by Cnappc (the Italian association of
architects, landscape architects, planners and
conservationists) and organized by Made Expo –
was created with a tight link to “Salone del
Mobile.Milano”.
In line with the contents of “Made Expo-Milano
Architettura Design Edilizia”, it offered Italian and
international visitors an overview of the latest
trends in construction decorations and supplies,
with a balanced approach between innovation
and historical culture of interior design.
In five days, “space&interiors” hosted 56 manufacturers of surfaces, floorings, coatings, colors
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and decorations, doors, handles, equipped walls,
staircases, glass for architecture, facades and
cladding, windows, porches, gazebos, curtains,
architectural lighting, building automation, home
automation and entertainment.
Over 8,000 visitors came, approximately 30 percent
from abroad. 83 foreign representatives came
from 12 countries , plus 70 thousand unique accesses and 200 thousand page views on the
website space-interiors.it.
The installation concept, curated by Migliore+Servetto Architects Studio, was a huge “wrapping”
environment build around the centerpiece “New
Components Code”: a framework of ten suggestive
installations based on a selection of the most significant products offered by each participating
company, associated to some masterpieces of
interior design to show the evolution of taste and
production in the decoration field, from the Industrial
Revolution until today.
So, “space&interiors” offered designers, and not
only, the opportunity to identify a new roadmap of
living: a sort of “manifesto for architecture” where
materials and ideas coexist in a common space
to enable mutual interaction and cross-contamination. (o.r.)

ACIMALL

WOOD TECHNOLOGY:
FINAL FIGURES FOR 2015

IN MEMORY OF “RAMU”,

Acimall, the Italian association of woodworking
machinery and tools manufacturers, has processed
the final figures for 2015. So, it’s time to draw a
balance of the year that has just closed and a historical period characterized by alternating economic trends in the past decade. On the whole,
2015 was a positive year for the Italian wood technology industry. Final results pushed all figures
slightly up from the preliminary balance, increasing
the satisfaction of industry professionals. According
to the statistics published by the Studies Office
Acimall a few days ago, production increased
by 11.7 percent from the previous year, reaching
1,864 million euro. Definitely a good result, the
outcome of a positive final quarter and a good
starting point for 2017. As usual, export offered a
key contribution achieving an increase by over
twelve percent. However, within this figure, it is
worth highlighting the different trends in each
region. While North America has been a major
driver for the past two years, major countries like
Brazil, Argentina and Russia are experiencing a
period of depression, mainly due to extra-industry
factors (currency crisis, political instability, trade
barriers and so on). The balance has been offset
by new markets: Iran, Indonesia, India, not to
mention Australia… The picture is completed by
the renaissance of the United Kingdom and Spain,
especially the latter, which was an inexhaustible
source of business for Italian companies in the
pre-crisis period. Machinery import mainly comes
from Germany, China and Austria. Although all figures indicate substantial and quick expansion,
you have to consider the absolute value of this

I met Sad Demise V. Ramakrishnan, better known
as “Ramu”, in the early Nineties in the past century. I
was in Singapore, where I
had organized the Italian
collective booth at WoodmacAsia, a very important
exhibition for the South East
Asian region back then.
Even then, Ramu looked
like the picture you see on
this page: a polo shirt, no
hair and a long white beard.
Actually, I have never seen
him with a different outfit,
not even when I came
across him in winter in Italy.
In Singapore, he was looking for companies
interested in the Indian market. Ramu was the
only significant agent in India and his organization, based in Bangalore, represented the
British company Wadkin, a producer of routers
now out of business. Ramu wanted to find replacements for Wadkin and asked me to introduce him to the Italian companies exhibiting
at that fair.
Maybe for the difficult situation of the Indian
market, maybe for Ramu’s original outfit, contacts with Italian companies did not turn into
real business, while German competitors trusted
the man so much that Ramu became the managing director of Homag and Leitz in India.

parameter, which is relatively low and therefore
subject to significant variations. The trade balance
is traditionally active, and even improving in the
year under scrutiny. Recently a few notes from
the Acimall Studies Office had shown that the
trade balance of our industry accounts for 5
percent of the positive result of the Italian trade
balance. Not bad for a niche industry...The domestic market was the big star of 2015. Most
analysts believe that a rally of the domestic market
is essential for an enduring recovery of the Italian
industry. The Italian government has extended
the Sabatini-bis law, introduced super-mortgages
and a furniture bonus, but it still seems to be not
enough to achieve ideal levels. The result obtained
by our industry in 2015 indicates that this vision is
totally correct. A weak start of the year and an excellent final part resulted into an increase by 8.7
percent. Another piece of the puzzle: for Italian
companies, the Italian market is worth 450 million
euro, while the biggest export market is the United
States, absorbing Italian technology sales for 120
million euro. This means that Italy is more than
three times bigger than the US market.
Plenty of figures and a pervasive feeling: it seems
that the worst is over. The Acimall Studies Office
believes that Italian companies have the potential
to preserve their market co-leadership with German
counterparts. Xylexpo 2016 will certainly help understand the health status of industry actors, and
the premises are really encouraging.
Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

SAD DEMISE V.RAMAKRISHNAN
Our relationship continued, and
when the Acimall board sent me
to India at the end of the decade
to set up an international exhibition, I called Ramu who created
some contacts for me. Then, the
exhibition, called Indiawood,
debuted in 2000 in Bangalore,
organized by the European federation Eumabois instead of
Acimall; but that’s a different
story. During the first edition of
Indiawood, Ramu and I considered the creation of a training
center for Italian machinery.
India was hungry for know-how
and a specific school could respond to this need, while promoting Italian technology in the country. The idea
took off, we found financial support from Ice, the
Italian foreign trade institute, and several companies
donated the necessary equipment. Awtc-Advanced
woodworking training center was launched in
Bangalore in 2002 and for a decade it became a
reference for technological update in the woodworking industry in India. Ramu was the first, unforgettable director. Long illness has taken Ramu
away. His soul lives on in the memory of what he
represented for our industry and in the memory
of everyone who met him. Thank you for everything,
Ramu.
Dario Corbetta
Acimall Director

SIXTEEN YEARS OF INDIAWOOD
The biennial exhibition Indiawood, the reference
exhibition for the wood industry in India, located
in Bangalore, was held again in 2016. The first
Indiawood dates back to 2000, with 3,000
square meter exhibition area and 103 participating companies. Total area doubled in
the second edition in 2002, which marked the
start of a biennial cycle and constant expansion
of the exhibition: by 2014 it had grown up to
38 thousand gross square meters and 580
exhibitors, with national pavilions from Germany,
Italy, Malaysia, China, the US, Taiwan, Turkey,
Canada, France and Sri Lanka. The edition
held last February recorded further expansion,
exceeding the 40 thousand square meter
threshold and 650 exhibitors. Indiawood is
organized by Pda Trade Fairs, which also
owns India’s second major event held in New
Delhi in odd-numbered years. These two events
take turns to cover the whole market with a rational approach: their alternation is promoted
and supported by constant collaboration between the organizers and Eumabois, the European Federation of woodworking technology
manufacturers. Eumabois is Pda’s historical
organization partner and promotes the interests
of European exhibitors in Indian exhibitions.
The year 2016 was very important for Indiawood;
a great success in terms of exhibitors and visitors, as witnessed by several national pavilions.
In this context, Acimall, the association representing Italian manufacturers of woodworking
machinery and accessories, set up a 500
square meter pavilion with 16 companies. The
area could have been larger if there had been
more space available. The following companies
attended: 2FC Impianti, Ciemme, Colombo
Eredi & C., Costa Levigatrici, Cotton Roll,
Durox, Emme Elle, Freud, Gildo Profilati, Ica,
Imeas, Italpresse, Nuova Sivam, Quickwood,
Scm Group, Verinlegno. Nine of them are
Acimall members. The event opened with an
official ceremony in memory of Ramu RaXYLON INTERNATIONAL
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makrishnan, a historical agent of European technology in India and a pioneer of woodworking
technology development in the country. Generally
speaking, the technology lineup at the exhibition
was mainly focused on panel processing, while
solid wood equipment was more marginal. There
was a significant number of surface finishing
companies, while primary operations were almost
completely absent. The big European actors with
a local subsidiary set up huge eye-catching
stands. As usual, the topic of local resellers is
quite complicated when it comes to India: apart
from two or three exceptions, local dealers complement their business with local production,
especially low-end machines. In the distribution
business, a very popular figure is the local agent,
mainly used by small companies. The exhibition
recorded a flow of visitors beyond expectations.
The second, third and fourth days recorded the
highest attendance, while the last day was not
satisfactory at all. In this respect, virtually all exhibitors agreed that the ideal period would be four
days. Opinions collected during the event indicate
widespread satisfaction. Visiting operators showed
great interest for technology. The doubt is to what
extent such interest will turn into real business.
However, industry people all see a positive trend
of the Indian market. After years of stagnation
and a promising market outlook, the companies
that have kept investing are now finally ripening
their fruits.
Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

FOCUS

LONG LIVE XYLEXPO 2016!
The atmosphere is quite positive.
Economic figures are encouraging. All big groups, medium and
small business, are there. So, all the ingredients are there and
we expect the 2016 edition of Xylexpo to be really good!
All we can say is see you at FieraMilano-Rho
from Tuesday 24 to Saturday 28 May.
This time it’s no high-sounding statement or
slogan. Talking with exhibitors, visiting companies
like we always do, we can clearly perceive that
the wind has changed.
We cannot deny that, in recent years, Xylexpo
has suffered from a difficult market situation, particularly in Italy, and this did not help attract exhibitors and visitors.
And if you add other situations we want to forget
forever, you can be sure that the years just behind
us will not be cherished in the book of memories.
The only exception is 2014, the past edition,
which offered tangible signs that a new season
was beginning and also revealed a new awareness
of exhibitors, who opted for full transparency,
counting people, real visitors, rather than "accesses".
All minor signals, maybe, probably not always so
clear, but all steps of a clear plan, the determination
to bring Xylexpo back to its role, to the fame it deserves and has conquered with many years of
honorable service. Supported by explicit and widespread exhibitor satisfaction for the number
and quality of contacts with visitors.
So, here we are now, looking forward to five days
in the FieraMilano-Rho expo center in Milan, from
Tuesday 24 to Saturday 28 May, with different
eyes. Figures clearly indicate that the "new Xylexpo"
has accelerated into the right direction: just below
30 thousand square meters, 23 thousand of which
assigned to 311 Italian companies and the remaining 7 thousand to 122 international exhibitors
who decided to attend the biennial international
exhibition of woodworking technology and furniture
industry components. These figures will be further
adjusted upwards, as more registrations are
coming in.
“We are quite satisfied”, said Lorenzo Primultini,
president of the exhibition and Acimall, the association of Italian manufacturers. “The event will
have a strong innovation focus and 440 exhibitors registered so far perfectly know what
they can expect during the days in Milan and
what the demanding audience of our exhibition
expects from them”.
“Xylexpo – Primultini continued – is becoming
more and more practical and business-oriented,
reflecting a market that is highly focused on
any factor that can increase competitiveness.
This is very clear to all the big groups that will
be present this year, together with small and
medium businesses that represent a big asset
for our industry”.
Biesse, Cefla, Homag Group, Ima-Schelling, Scm
Group are the brands under the spotlights at the
upcoming edition, where – with an unprecedented
result – all halls are sold out.
There is not a single square meter left in Halls 1
and 3, dedicated to panel finishing and secondary
process, and neither in Hall 2, where primary
operation will be under the spotlights.
“Considering the number of exhibitors and the
30 percent increase in online visitor pre-registrations so far, we really believe we can expect
a successful May”, commented Acimall’s director

Dario Corbetta. “The Italian market is definitely
showing encouraging signals, the lineup is complete, woodworking technology users can feel
that the wind has changed, and they are seriously
considering to renovate or expand their fleets.
This is generating a virtuous circle that Xylexpo
2016 will reflect".
ONLINE SERVICES
The organization machine has been running at
full steam in recent weeks, tuning up a set of
tools that are mandatory for this kind of event. As
mentioned, on www.xylexpo.com everyone can
pre-register for the event, in order to streamline
access to the expo center. On the same website
you will soon find the interactive hall plans, a
new service that will be certainly appreciated, as
it helps visitors optimize their time at the exhibition,
adding to the existing Apple and Android apps
that will be online in a few days.
On www.xylexpo.com you can also access the
match making service, a platform for visitors to
build their electronic agenda and fix dates with
exhibitors; the latter, in their turn, can offer their
availability to meet visitors interested in a specific
technology or application.
Online services also offer the opportunity to search
the Xylexpo website for innovations presented
by exhibiting companies: a traditional service
that has been recording an increasing number of
accesses since it was opened to visitors a few
weeks ago.

TALKING ASIDE...
Xylexpo will also offer meetings, press conferences,
presentations, events. It would take too much
time now, so we suggest looking up the website
in the "Events" section, where you will find a few
interesting options.
For sure, there will be a couple of significant anniversary celebrations on May 25.
One is the 50th anniversary of Acimall, the
Confindustria association that represents Italian
wood technology manufacturers and that – as
you all know – is the driver of the exhibition and
our magazines.

During the gala evening, the “founding fathers”
will be celebrated, as well as all the presidents
that have chaired the association since 1966.
And don’t forget that this is going to be the twenty-fifth edition of Xylexpo, so the organizers
will cast their spotlights onto the companies that
were already there in 1966 and can still be found
in the stands!
We suggest you find out the rest for yourself: so,
see you at FieraMilano-Rho, from 24 to 28 May,
for Xylexpo number 25! (l.r.)

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

AN INTERNATIONAL PLATFORM
Xylexpo has always enjoyed a solid reputation of
internationality.
Such success is based on the participation of all
Italian and international manufacturers, a longstanding tradition - this year the exhibition is celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary - and the organizers' commitment to promotion in all major
global markets.
Promotion activity has secured the participation
of several foreign delegations, hosted in a dedicated area in hall 3.
A highlight will be the business mission of the
Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian
Federation, with the aim of developing contacts
with Italian and international companies to create
new opportunities in the woodworking industry.
A strong contribution to this result was given by
the tight collaboration with the Italian Ministry
of Economic Development, which included Xylexpo in the top-30 list of strategic exhibitions.
Such recognition has developed into a joint action
with Ice-Italian trade promotion agency, this
year stronger and more effective than ever.
XYLON TOO...
We have played and will play our part: you will
find us in hall 3, stand S30.
If you want to meet us, invite us to your stand to
take a closer look at your technology or listen to
your stories, we are always ready to join.

Finishing systems and solutions
“Made in Italy”

In the meantime, we have produced a magazine
issue that, as usual, is almost entirely dedicated
to the Milan show: plenty of technical sheets, products, stories that will help you get more details
in a sector that is still very rich and vital.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

www.xylexpo.com

www.giardinagroup.com
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FOCUS

OMEC

IMAS AEROMECCANICA

BARBERAN

AT XYLEXPO THE MAIN PRODUCT LINES

SUCTION AND ASPIRATION PLANTS

LATEST NEWS AT XYLEXPO 2016

At the next Xylexpo in Milan, Omec srl, leading
company in the production of dovetailers, will
present its main product lines.
Machines for the production of drawers
for the furniture industry.
The machines have turned to furniture manufacturers that use drawers with joints. The line
includes three models of dovetail machines,
two models of gluing machines and a manual
clamp machine. Milling machines “650-A”,
“750CN” and “F11Ts” and gluing models
“Icm300” and “Ica600” are sized for three different capacities: 40 drawers per hour, 60 drawers per hour and 120 drawers per hour. The
clamp machine “Scm1200” allows you to mount
up to 60 drawers per hour. In order to double
the assembly capacity it’s enough to double
the number of clamps.
Machines for production of light packaging.
The machines have turned to producers of
wine boxes and spirits in general, cigar boxes,
tool boxes, boxes for gifts and boxes for food.
The line includes the milling machine “F10”,
the automatic gluing machine “Ica600”, the
clamp machine “Sbm1200”, the milling machine
“F12” bottle holders, the milling machine “F13”
for guides, the nailing bench “BC5” and the
hot stamping press “Sa600”. The complete line
can produce about 200 boxes per hour, to
double the production it is enough to double
the number of assembling machines
(“Sbm1200”-“Ica600”-“BC5”). For a continuous
production is conceivable a number of three
operators two of whom would mostly be concentrated for most of their time in the assembly
operations.
Machines for the production of doorframes.

Since 1975, the goal of Imas Aeromeccanica
srl has been to improve work quality and to minimize the impact of industrial production on the
external environment. Their quality is global: they
are a certified company producing guaranteed
and certified systems where all materials and
working processes are traceable at every production stage. Their service aids companies all
over the world to fully comply with the regulations
in force and to meet more general environmental
requirements. Imas Aeromeccanica is at the forefront concerning the health and safety protection
of the employees in the workplace. It provides
suction and filtering air systems suitable to dedust and keep safe the workplaces in Italy and all
over the world. They project suction and aspiration plants for the treatment of smokes, dusts,
oil mists, oil smoke and a wide range of pollutants
generated during the different industrial processings. Imasl is leader in the design and construction
of fumes and dust filtration systems for the wood
working, plastics, recycling of materials and biomass processing. As part of the wood work, one
of the elements that is produced during the
working phases, are dusts, harmful to the health
of workers and dangerous for the explosion when
they reach certain levels. For these reasons Imas
has worked over the years in designing and manufacturing air suction and filtration systems,
using high-quality and Atex certified materials
and that they are suitable for any type of work
and to every work environment. Dust collectors
used in these systems are endowed both with
sleeves and cartridges depending on the kind of
dust.
Hall 3, stand B21-C22.
www.imas.it
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The machines have turned to doors manufacturers. The line includes a milling machine for
frames with a thickness up to 50 mm and a
milling machine for frames with a thickness up
to 75 mm. The machines can produce up to 25
complete frames (two sides and a top piece)
per hour. With special equipment the milling
machines can also produce frames for sliding
doors. During the days of the fair visitors can
look the complete wine boxes production line
with sliding cover in addition to the demonstrations of drawers and doorframes working cycle.
Hall 1, stand L22-M21.
www.omec-srl.com
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The spanish manufacturer will introduce the state
of the art in a fast and efficient machinery that reduces manufacturing costs and increases the
production.
Innovative systems in coating to get deep matte
finish surfaces, with a high scratch and abrasion
resistance and fingerprints proof. A new Barberan
coating system that improves the efficiency of
high gloss coating process reducing the electrical
necessary power and decreasing sanding process.
New postforming machinery for integrated handle panels production in one continuous process
with any type of wrapping material even high
gloss finish foil.
In laminating area, we find new cutting, trinmming
and shaping machinery available to any existing
line apart from advanced systems for coils or
tools change that allow a major productivity, time
and cost reduction.
Moreover, two new inkjet printers will be on
demonstration. The new “Jetmaster Compact
1260”, a Single Pass digital printer in Cmyk and
Uv finish dedicated exclusively to wood, Mdf,
Hdf or similar panels with 30m/min printing speed.
And the new “Jetmaster 350-FC” for printing
coil material, either paper finish foil or Pvc and Uv
finish coating optional.
Hall 1, stand G02-G10-M01-M09.
www.barberan.com

FOREZIENNE
WIDE RANGE OF SHARPENING MACHINES

FOR US THE SHAPE IS ALL
$% 34%&!.)3 -!#().%3

3INGLE SIDED EDGE AND PROlLE SANDING MACHINE

,OADER n 5NLOADERS FOR PROlLE

$OUBLE SIDED EDGE SANDING MACHINE

4OP AND BOTTOM CALIBRATING MACHINES WITH

!UTOMATIC PROlLE SANDING POLISHING MACHINE

PLANERHEADS AND WIDE BELTS  MM

%DGE BUFlNG MACHINE

$OOR AND ANGLE PROlLE GLUING MACHINE

-ACHINES FOR PANEL EDGES FOILING

$OUBLE END PROlLE CUTTING MACHINE
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As regular exhibitor of Milano Xylexpo wood show,
Forezienne Mfls will exhibit additionally his widespread range of sharpening machines.
This year, they will exhibit particularly all the
features of our Cnc sharpening machine “F120”
that includes: an amazing sharpening accuracy,
a wide blade capacity, a versatility to sharpen.
With Cnc control all types of band saw blades
such as Stellite teeth, Carbide teeth and even
setted/sharpened teeth.
Forezienne Mfls will also present the new thin kerf
band saw blades “Hypercut Forestell”. These
band saw blades are designed widespread on
site applications but particularly for flooring industry.
These high precision thin kerf band saw blades
allowed to save raw material during the sawing
and enhance your daily output of final products.
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Additionally to his range of sharpening machines,
Forezienne Mfls will present the new generation
of tungsten carbide tips “Forestill” band saw
blades.
After more than 10 years of experience and research work in Tct band saw blades, these
saws are made to last and offer to our customers
longer life time of the blades and a better
sawing quality surface.
Hall 2, stand n F01-G02.

www.forezienne.com

FOCUS

AN INTENSIVE SEASON FOR BIESSE
Biesse founder Giancarlo Selci’s eightieth anniversary is an occasion to celebrate a very
satisfactory season for the Pesaro-based group, between innovation and worldwide praise.

Great success for the gala evening held in Pesaro last
April 16, at the Pesaro headquarters of Biesse, a leader
in the production of machinery for wood, glass, stone
and plastics. A big event with hundreds of guests and an
impressive layout, designed to celebrate the eightieth
birthday of Giancarlo Selci, a charismatic figure in the
woodworking industry. The birthday party turned into an
occasion to share, and why not, celebrate the targets
achieved by the company, Biesse’s business approach
in recent years, the strategies deployed to achieve significant growth rates, as well as to consolidate the sales
and production organization, involving several countries
around the world. A significant presence was the Italian
Minister Maria Elena Boschi, who gave a short speech
mentioning Biesse Group as a success story of innovation
and “made In Italy”, a model all over the world. The storytelling started from the Fifties, with video clips, pictures
and witnesses, until today, when the current president
and founder's son, Roberto Selci, took the stage with
his son (who gave a drawing to his grandfather). General
attention focused on the stage when the directory of the
business daily “Il Sole 24 Ore” Roberto Napoletano and
the general manager of Confindustria Pesaro Urbino Salvatore Giordano stepped up to present the book “Fatto a
Macchina”, dedicated to Giancarlo Selci, edited by Biesse
Group and combined with a video presenting birthday
congratulations by a few friends. And then, a music performance and a charity initiative to reaffirm the Selci's
vision of the company not only as a working place, but
also as a vehicle for people to show their humanity and
values. A big celebration for a "compact multinational”
that currently employs over 3,200 people all over the
world, with a strong focus on foreign markets (over 46
percent of employees are based outside Italy). Staff expansion in the past three years was significant (almost
400 people), as well as revenues (plus 251 million euro
revenues in the 2009-2015 period), literally “exploded” in
2015 with a 21.5 percent overall growth rate from the
previous year.
A big event, a break in the daily business of a group with
a strong focus on technology, as we will certainly see at
the upcoming Xylexpo, where the company is introducing
one of its latest projects, called “Smart machines”, the
“factory of the future that is here and now”, as they love
to say at Biesse. It’s an integrated batch-one line with
machines that “see, feel and react” faster than thought.
It’s Biesse’s implementation of the “Think4ward” concept,
a real factory of the future that handles 1,200 parts per
minute, managing the entire process from raw material to
finished product, offering workpiece traceability without
any manual operation, just-in-time processing without
any stock, total efficiency for the production of semifinished
materials and flexibility in production. The plant is
comprised of an automatic storing system “Winstore K2
with automated unloading”, a flexible panel cutting system
“NextStep” with automated unloading (“Winstore 3D K2”)
and a vertical buffer. The following phase is flexible edgebanding executed with a “Stream MDS 2.0” machine
equipped with a “Winner 1” loading and unloading
system. An automatic “sorting” system, a robot with huge
potential, is placed directly upstream the drilling stage,
also totally flexible, carried out by an “Insider M” model.
The line-integrated robot handles the production sequence
according to the strategic drivers of business, enabling
make-to-order. The robot is the director of the entire
batch-one line, managing the production output according

to delivery deadlines, orders or single batches,
while ensuring efficient production and optimizing the flexibility of the manufacturing process. This system will be seen at the Pesaro
site from 16 May to 11 June.
Over the years, Biesse has developed solid
experience in automatic storing systems. Now,
with “Winstore 3D K3”, they offer a new optimal solution to small and medium businesses
looking for a nesting cell with integrated panel
storage, with a “moderate” investment. This
solution is specifically designed to optimize
the productivity of nesting cells, which would

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

otherwise require operators and mechanical
devices to feed the material. “Winstore 3D K3”
is integrated with the machine, it serves and
receives commands from such machine, requiring only one operator for the total control of
the entire process. It also supplies the material
exactly when necessary and provides the type
of material required at any moment, without
the need to replace the panel stack. This results
into higher productivity of the cell and improved
competitiveness of the plant. It also supports
the throughput of the nesting cell, as it is not
loaded by operators. “Winstore 3D K3” also
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automatically optimizes panel storage, reducing
gaps between the stacks. Furthermore, this type
of panel handling virtually eliminates the risk of
damage panels during the process, to ensure
total quality. “Winstore 3D K3” is available in a
wide range of sizes. Each solution is tailored to
customer requirements: the nesting cell integrated
with “Winstore 3D K3” supports very flexible production and reduces the final product cost.
By maximizing the nesting process flexibility, the
automatic storing system allows to execute any
sequence of panels with different colors and finishes, with a fully automatic process. The “Winstore
family” is completed by “Winstore 3D K1”, a dedicated configuration for high-volume manufacturers: it can handle up to 400 panels per shift.
The “Winstore 3D K2” configuration is designed
for customers requiring high production flexibility
and can handle up to 200 panels per shift.
Hall 1, stand A20-D19-D20-F19-A10-F09.
www.biesse.com
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GROWING WITH HOMAG GROUP
For those who want to produce
efficiently and meet the customers’ requirements with sophisticated products and a wide
material variety at the same
time, the Homag Group is the
right partner. At the Xylexpo
2016 the Homag Group shows
all components that are needed
for producing furniture – from
the saw-storage combination to
the individual packaging – live
in action. Special: All machines
at the exhibition provide new
and innovative features.
Panel Dividing and Storage
As a concrete example of system solutions, the
Homag Group will be exhibiting a combination
comprising a “Holzma HPP 300” profiLine saw
and a “TLF 211” horizontal storage system from
Homag Automation. The two machines work handin-hand and can communicate instantly thanks to
their perfectly compatible software. This guarantees
a smooth and highly efficient production process,
even for small quantities or batch size 1 production.
Furthermore, saw and storage system are fully
prepared to cope with the enormous variety of
materials often needed today.
Currently, panels with structured surfaces and
relief panels are especially fascinating in the field
of materials. But as interesting as furniture with
haptic surfaces are, materials that are used for
their production have so far hardly been to
transport in an automated way. But the engineers
of the Homag Group handling specialist found a
way. Panels with structured surfaces are for the
first time moved through the horizontal storage
“TLF 211” in Milan.
“HPP 300” with a wide range of features
The saw itself will be equipped with a wide range
of features so that fair visitors can gain as comprehensive a picture as possible of its versatility.
They will include, among others, the highly efficient
extraction system "dustEx", Power Concept Professional, the 13.5 kW main saw motor for a substantial increase in performance, flocked rollers
for gentle material transport, the manual labeling
option and the thin panels package.
Holzma will be showcasing, a “dustEx” highly
efficient extraction system in the cutting line area.
In particular, “dustEx” effectively combats dust
resulting from dust cuts.
Edgebanding Technology
The performance and equipment of the “KAL370”
profiLine edge banding machines from Homag
can be freely configured. The profiLine edge
banding machines are suitable for the processing
of many edging materials, distinguish themselves
by innovative technology and high quality and
also achieve convincing results in terms of economy. The modular series offers feeds of 20, 25
and 30 m/min and excels in terms of rigid construction, optimum edge quality, high flexibility in
the selection of units – and amortizes very fast.
A high edge quality not only depends on the professional use of gluing procedures but also on
high quality finishing. Through the drive with
modern linear motors the “FK31 powerTrim” disposes of a program controlled movement when
trimming the edging stripes on the narrow surfaces

Holzma extraction system “dustEx”..

of the workpiece. To minimize resetting times and
for higher quality productivity the following automations are possible: Adjustment to three different
radii and chamfer, adjustment of the tracing roller
diameter, adaptation of the tracing force and
number of revolutions.The edge thickness compensation measures the edge thickness once
per workpiece and automatically effects the vertical
and horizontal correction on the subsequent trimming units and multi-scraping units via servo axis.
Precision starts with the workpiece feeding system.
This workpiece guiding system automatically and
precisely guides the workpieces in longitudinal
and crosswise direction into the edge banding
machine.
Cnc-Technology
The new safety technology makes the Weeke
“Venture 115” freely accessible from all sides.
This Venture 5-axis machine is only one of nine
possible configurations within this series. You will
find 3-, 4- and 5-axis solutions for entering the
world of horizontal Cnc processing. Due to its
compact design the 5-axis head provides more
direct power transmission, and by employing
wide bearings extreme rigidity at a relatively small
machine footprint is accomplished. The machine
can be put in operation within a single day,
requires an up to 15 percent smaller footprint
and offers the perfect performance class for any
requirement. The optionally available convenience
package is patent pending. It enables to control
certain functions directly at the machine frame
without requiring input at the operator panel.
There was also an addition to the Homag “Venture
BMG 300” family. The “Venture BMG 312/V”
version creates new opportunities: From now on
woodworking shops and suppliers will no longer
have to opt for 5-axis technology or a machine
for edge banding shaped parts. The new “BMG
312/V” combines both technologies in a single
machine.
Automation
High-quality fronts, individual furniture parts, or
assembled furniture, goods have correct to be
packed in order to arrive at end-consumer's site
without damage. If anyone wants to meet these
requirements, there will be no alternative to tailormade packaging. Using the cardboard cutting
machine “VKS 250”, the user consistently realizes
this way in his packaging and logistics chain. Because the “VKS” enables an individual, exactly
fitting packaging in that moment in which it is
needed.
Hall 3, stand E01-F01-F02-G01-G02-L02.

www.homag-group.com

“KAL 370 profiLine”.

STETON
WIDE AND ARTICULATED PRODUCTION RANGE

Company Steton
has been working
in the field of production of woodworking machines for more than
50 years, since it
was born in 1961.
Steton’s business
turns to the internal market by means of a large
number of local distributors, while about 80
percent of the production is exported to foreign
countries.
In particular, Steton addresses its export to the
most demanding European Countries, as well
as to East Europe, North Africa Middle east,
Central-South America, and some Asian countries,
including China, but also to other important markets, as Usa, Canada, Australia, South Africa.
Steton’s branch-houses, with pre and post sales
departments, are successfully operating in the
main European countries, while in overseas markets Steton relies on primary and well organized
importers and dealers.
It’s production range is wide and articulated. It is
extended from standard machines for joinery
to special hi-tech plants, which make use of
electronic, pneumatic and hydraulic systems for
processing panels and massive wood.
Steton is conspicuous for range completeness,

BORGONOVO

START POWER

EMBOSSING MACHINE “BORGORE 1300/ITI

THE ISM FREQUENCY GENERATOR

Since 1960 the company Renzo Borgonovo
designs and produces machinery that is in
the van of embossing and finishing of frames
and profiles in wood and Pvc, parquet, doors
and panels.
It is also a company leader in research and
development of coating and surface treatment
technology for wood industry and its components.
The continuous research characterizing the
spirit of the company, leads to steady update
the production range that currently includes
more than 40 models to be used singly or in
line with other units.
For Xylexpo 2016 the company would like to
point out the new embossing machine model
“Borgore 1300/ITI”.
Besides meeting all needs of profiles, frames, furniture components and panels engraving, currently it is very appreciated in
parquet flooring production, enabling to realize a wide range of finishes.
Thanks to the considerable power of the advancing motors and of the roller holder shaft,
this machine has a hot embossing capacity
up to 1300 mm. in width, on any type of wood.
Hall 3, stand N19-P20.

www.borgonovo.com
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balanced quality-price ratio, flexibility to the demands of markets and customers, dynamism and originality of solutions and innovations, supported by research and production
technologies, quick delivery and efficient postsales assistance. All these positive features
have allowed in the past and will grant in the
future the success of this important firm.
Steton’s aim is to supply its customers with the
right product at a competitive price, with quick
delivery and assistance, assuring service and
spare parts for many years.
The supply of spare parts and technical support
for up to twenty year old machines has been
greatly appreciated by Steton’s customers, who
thus increased even more their confidence in
that company’s reliability.
Steton’s present and future purposes involve
the steady improvement of technology and design, as well as the execution of vanguard solutions, taking into consideration our tradition of
reliability, achieved along over fifty years.
Hall 1, stand B22-C21.
www.steton.it
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The use of high frequency for bending, gluing
and drying solid wood is a decade-long consolidated processing which proves to be the one
that best combines production effectiveness, efficiency and rates. In a constantly changing
market, however, innovation is decisive for maintaining and increasing one’s own position.
Start Power is constantly seeking to find solutions
that may ensure its customers the use of advanced
machines with increasingly higher performance.
To this end, the company has undertaken to implement a newly designed capacitive high frequency generator.
A history of innovation for the “Hfc generator”
Year 2000: control of input power through
switch.Year 2002: stepless power control, provided
via a Start Power designed control system. This
allows the input power to be modulated or
adjusted at any time without stopping the ongoing
process.Year 2003: introduction of the triode filament stabilizer, designed by us, to control the filament current and to optimize the triode efficiency,
while increasing its service life. Year 2007: Plc
application (programmable controller) for the automating of functions. Year 2014: implementation
of automation via Plc application and operator
touch screen panel, which provide for power
control automatic cycles and management of
work recipes according to the materials to be
processed. Year 2016: The noverlty!
The Ism Frequency Generator. The new generator has been designed for application in
the ISM frequency range
(6,78MHz,13,56MHz,
27,12MHz) where the
operation frequency is
related to the type of electrode used. Created in
synergy with the press
manufacturer, it ensures
the system maximum efficiency.
Hall 3, stand G30.
www.start-power.com
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CEFLA FINISHING PRESENTS THE INNOVATIVE “IGIOTTO APP TWIN”
From 24 to 28 May at the Milan Rho Trade Fair, Cefla will debut the forefront for spray painting of panels and 3D objects,
consisting of two high performance anthropomorphic robots that work in pairs.

Debut at Xylexpo 2016, from 24 to 28 May at the
Milan Rho Trade Fair, of the first machine for paint
application that uses two high performance anthropomorphic robots. It is called “iGiottoApp
Twin” and is truly avant-garde technology for
spray painting of panels and 3D objects. It was
announced at the presentation of Xylexpo 2016
last February, and now behold the unveiled important news that Cefla Finishing will present it
in its large exhibition space in Pavilion 3 on the
occasion of the 25th edition of this important
biennial fair dedicated to technologies in wood
processing and components for the furniture industry.
"Once again – says Alberto Maestri, managing
director of Cefla Finishing – we can proudly say
that our designers have anticipated the times
and have marked a new step in the technological
innovation of spray painting".
This innovative system makes painting products
with large shapes and dimensions easy, with up
to over 20 cm of thickness and widths up to 1.3
metres. One of the strengths of “iGiottoApp Twin”
is its flexibility, which allows the user to work with
both robots simultaneously on the same items,
sharing the work area while avoiding collision
thanks to a precise automatic calculation of their
trajectories. The two robots can work synchronously
on identical items, independently on different products or continuously on objects of any type, by
integrating the work of one and the other without
ever stopping the production flow. Moreover, it
exploits a precise 3D reading system with a high-

performance scanner, able to identify the shapes
and position of the products to be painted. Thanks
to the software system completely developed by
Cefla, it is also able to calculate the possible trajectories of application for pieces immediately
after they are scanned.
"All these advantages – continues Mr. Maestri –,
combined with an excellent air and overspray
filtration system, a CFB continuous belt conveyor
system and the relative overspray cleaning and
recovery system, make iGiottoApp Twin a paint
application machine that is among the most efficient and performing".
In addition to “iGiottoApp Twin”, Cefla Finishing
will offer Xylexpo visitors the opportunity to personally verify the potential of certain solutions, for
example the known and consolidated "Fusion &
Inert Coating Technology". In particular, there
will be two processing cycles where a traditional
primer dried with a Uv-R Led oven alternates Uv
glue primer that is applied with the "Fusion Coating"
system, developed in partnership with Henkel,
creator of the "Technomelt Chs Uv" technology.
"We at Cefla believe that commitment to research
and tireless work in developing processes and
products are the foundations of our historical
role as a leading company that increasingly
confirms itself as a sole partner able to offer
complete, personalised and concretely effective
solutions to guarantee the highest quality and
maximum efficiency to our customers," concludes
Alberto Maestri.
At Xylexpo Cefla will also showcase “EasyWrap”
by Düspohl, a compact machine for coating
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wood profiles with coils of decorative material;
the “iGiotto” robot for fixtures; the oscillating spraying machines “Mito” and “Pixart”: a plotter for
high definition and large format digital printing.
Cefla Finishing, a global leader in the coating,
decoration and digital printing of wood and its
derivatives, designs and builds tailor-made "turnkey"
production lines, mainly for the wooden product
manufacturing industry. The expertise gained
from years of experience on the market and advanced know-how have also made Cefla Finishing
a pivotal, cutting-edge provider of technology to
the glass, plastic, fibre cement, composite materials
and metal finishing industries.
Cefla is an internationally established Italian industrial concern that was founded in 1932.
It is continuously evolving and operates in four
different business areas: Cefla Impianti (civil and
industrial plant engineering for the energy sector),
Cefla Shopfitting (shop equipment and customized
retail outlet solutions), Cefla Finishing (machines
and complete plants for coating and finishing)
and Cefla Medical (equipment for the dental and
medical sectors).
Cefla's strength stems from its founding principles:
strategic vision and long-term planning, investment
in technology and innovation, financial soundness.
Hall 3, stand A01-C02-A19-C20.
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
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GIARDINA GROUP AT XYLEXPO

OSAI-PRIMA ELECTRO
OPEN DRIVE “OD700” - ETHERCAT SERVO-DRIVES
The new line of Osai OpenDrive “OD700” servodrives for brushless motors, perfectly matches
the OpenControl Nc family, integrating the EtherCat
offer of flexible and open Cnc systems (having
available several fieldbuses and being able to
deal with complex applications and demanding
customizations).
The automatic recognition of the connected motors
and the “Odm” configuration, a powerful browser
that can be run both on Pc and on machine
board, simplify the commissioning only via the
EtherCat channel, without changing machine connections. “Odm”
allows both the display
and the edit of drives
and motors characterization parameters, as
well as the analysis of
the drive through different graphical diagnostic pages.
There are six available
motors, in three different mechanical sizes,
with nominal currents
of 1A, 3A, 6A, 12A,
18A and 36A.
All models are equipped with the integrated
safety function Sto
(Safe torque off), a digital input “Sil3” certified, which controls the

cut of the power supplied by the drive. The Sto
function guarantees machine safety, allowing operator intervention without cutting-off power to the
machine tool.
The drives, equipped with two encoder inputs,
manage several types of primary and secondary
transducers (SinCos 16/1024 Hiperface Single/Multi
turn, Incremental SinCos 1Vpp with Hall probe,
Incremental Abz with Hall probe, Resolver, EndDat).
Osai motors available with the drives, are sinusoidal
brushless motors with
high power, high inertia and high dynamics. Motors are
equipped with a heat
sensor and can also
have an optional brake. The position transducer is a Resolver
or a SinCos 1024 pulses/turn, with Hiperface protocol.
All motors have an
IP65 protection level.
Hall 2,
stand R09-S08.

www.osaisnc.com
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“Dualtech 601”.

Final preparations for Giardina Group to exhibit
at Xylexpo 2016. Once again, Giardina Finishing
and Mauri Macchine have been making long
preparations for this event. The stand in hall 3 will
showcase most of the group's technological portfolio over a 400-square-meter surface.
Three solutions for panel coating will be exhibited,
all flagship products by Giardina: in the forefront,
the “Dualtech 601” spraying machine, a highend solution offering high productivity; few steps
away, a fully working line to show the brand’s expertise in high-gloss roller coating, consisting of
a laser roller coater “G02/05 Glossy” with vacuum
system, distension section, and the vacuum Uv
oven “GST 1401/2 Glossy”. Giardina is also
exhibiting a Uv oven with Led lamps, a solution
that responds to increasing energy-saving demands by reducing power consumption for the
drying process, while extending lamp life.
To coat disassembled profiles and windows, Giardina offers the staining machine “Mini flow-line”
and the spraying machine “GS4 Syntech” with
paint recycling belt featuring the proven recycling
and cleaning system “Wet on Wet”, introduced
almost twenty years ago on the entire Dualtech
range; these two machines are particularly suitable
to coat disassembled windows, an increasingly
requested process, most of all for staining and
basecoat application.
For door coating, at Xylexpo Mauri Macchine is
presenting the latest generation of “RBP” robot,
a solution designed for just-in-time operations,
offering high efficiency and flexibility, equipped
with a brand new fully-automated loading and
unloading system.
Mauri Macchine is extending its profile coating
and finishing portfolio with a new concept of
spraying machine, specifically designed to respond
to new developments on several markets looking
for affordable investments combined with a high
quality of equipment and, most of all, coatings.
“Xylexpo comes right on time for us”, said Giampiero Mauri, president of Giardina Finishing
and Mauri Macchine, during the press conference
in Milan. “We have been working together for
five years and 2015 was an important year with
significant growth rates. Giardina alone exceeded
11 million euro revenues, even beyond our own
expectations. The early months of this year are
equally encouraging, we are proud and satisfied
with our commitment. Now, as I said, it's time for
us to prepare to grow further, and I am confident
that Xylexpo will help, allowing us to show what
we have become, what we can do together".
There is no doubt that this is a very positive
season for Mauri Macchine and Giardina Finishing:
constant commitment in many global markets is
giving major results, new plants that become valuable reference to show the potential of these
two Italian companies to big groups and smallmedium enterprises.
A cooperation agreement signed with the subsidiary of a big group in the Arab and Gulf countries
is bringing unexpected results in that region, and
such results are bound to improve as they are
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supported by leaner and faster operations enabled
by collaboration with a local partner.
As recently stated by Giampiero Mauri, “2016 will
be a turning point: we have several major projects
in the pipeline around the world and we can anticipate the next twelve months will be an intensive
and challenging period, but certainly offering
great results. To achieve them, we will keep
looking for strong partners in different markets,
to develop networking of knowledge and expertise,
and to share knowledge in order to preserve the
highest quality standards".
Meanwhile, the big plant built in Kuwait for Hassan
Habul Group, one of the biggest construction
companies in the Persian Gulf, is up and running:
five door coating lines that are probably the
biggest finishing plant in the Middle East, with a
capacity of one thousand doors per working shift.
In 2015, a fully-automated coating plant was
commissioned at Lamigloss in Ankara, Turkey, a
Gentas Group company, the same group that acquired the Italian company Liri Laminati in 2014.
In the laminate business – especially Cpl (Continuous pressed laminate) and Hpl (High pressure
laminate) – the group boasts strong leadership.
For Lamigloss, Giardina Finishing developed a
direct Uv gloss coating line for laminated mdf
panels, a highly-automated solution that offers
quality and reliability, thus turning the Turkish
company into one of the most significant producers
of this type of panels on a global scale.
Another major order came from Springs Window
Fashions, a leader market in America in the production of shutters and curtains for residential
customers, offering a huge catalog of wood and
Pvc products. Giardina Finishing and Mauri Macchine have contributed to this challenging project
with four robot-assisted spray coating plants designed for maximum flexibility: very effective
“batch one” solutions integrating leading-edge
units for paint mixing and color changing.
The targets of maximum flexibility, high quality,
full repeatability and high reliability have been
achieved…
Hall 3, stand R01-R09-T02-T10.

www.giardinagroup.com
www.maurimacchine.com
”GS4 Syntech”.

FOCUS

A MEETING WITH ANDREA AURELI
Markets, opportunities, global challenges, innovation capacity and forward-looking approach.
Plenty of discussion topics in this period for Scm Group, ready for a great Xylexpo...

Andrea Aureli.

“I really believe we always have to think globally,
looking at the world; whether it’s about understanding competition or searching for new sales
opportunities, borders shall not exist. You don’t
have to hang on to mature markets, you must
be aware that everywhere there are great opportunities”.
This is the opening statement of our meeting with
Andrea Aureli, Ceo of Scm Group, the Riminibased giant that, ever since its foundation sixtyfive years ago, has been controlled by the Aureli
and Gemmani families.
A useful meeting to discover a new expansion
phase for the group, build on the accurate interpretation of real customer needs.
“Our counterparts, our prospects pay more attention to what is all around them, to the suppliers
they select", Aureli continues. “They evaluate
the overall solidity of their potential partner,
but they also make sure that they have specific
know-how, strong expertise, specialization, problem-solving skills. We can play both roles: as
we belong to the selected group of woodindustry companies that exceed the 500 million
euro revenue threshold, we can deploy advanced
industrial and sales practices, with an articulated
approach to customers. But we are also specialists, because we have always relied on
"technology teams", each focused on a specific
domain, so as to direct attention and efforts
into a specific direction, often integrating experience and enhancements from other teams”.
This strategy seems to work: the year 2015 was
really excellent for Scm Group, exceeding revenues
of 500 million euro, 10 percent more than 2014,
with a gross operating margin of 56 million, 17
million net profits and zero debt. With a 90 percent
export share, 2015 brought extraordinary results
also on the Italian market, up by 28 percent.
The turnover of woodworking machinery alone
exceeded 380 million euro, 23 percent more
than the previous year, with 17 thousand machines
sold globally, whereby working centers and edgebanders recorded the best performance. “If
we look at the share of revenues from the woodworking industry, we are leaders in Italy”, Aureli
adds. “We are the only ones to master so many
technologies, to have expertise in all the branches of wood and wood-based material processing.
And we have an exclusive control in some
sectors. Think about coating, for instance, a
business where we feel very strong, especially
in big orders. We have always been focused on
the definition of new technologies and improving
the performance of our machines. We are great
manufacturers, with excellent industrialization
skills, we are good specialists with qualities that
we cannot always highlight properly. We want
our organization to be known more and better,
so one of our priorities is communication, telling
about our customers and their satisfaction with
our capacity to build excellent machines, as
well as to define measure-made plants and solutions for specific requirements”.

It must be hard to preserve such "expertise leadership" while being specialists in many fields,
as you said...
“We have always been driven by the fear of
losing focus of the things you have to do and
the need to set priorities: over the years, the
group has gone through many changes, but all
we have done has been directed to encourage
everyone and make the goals clear. Today more
than ever, the group relies on highly specialized
functions, and those who deal with technology
are really focused and committed, supported
by specific roles and an efficient organization.
Our “Engineering Division”, which expanded
by 30 percent in 2015, our annual investments
in innovation representing 5 percent of our revenues, 500 patents and over 500 engineers in
R&D”.
Talking about big plants, you seem to have increased your efforts in this specific area of technology.
“Let me tell you that in the past some competitors
developed very sophisticated and expensive
solutions that did not give the expected results,
and now we have to deal with customers who
are "confused" by the effort and expertise required to support them. We come from a land
that loves practical things and we have always
kept our promise, giving customers what we
had agreed and designed together. We have
also made our mistakes, but we have never
bitten off more than we could chew, we have
never offered solutions that implied an excessive
level of difficulty, You cannot set a performance
target only to impress your counterpart: we
measure it out in the field, in factories, in workshops, where our process specialists analyze
each step, from initial concept to final testing,
with very strict stage-gate sequences. Everything
is accurately measured, documented, reliable.

ence, an excellence. The Cms acronym, meaning
“construction of special machines", suggests
the capacity to find solutions that ensure
higher quality of finished products in terms of
accuracy and deadlines. Such capacity improves
day by day through the collaboration with very
demanding customers like Boeing and Tesla.
I must say that Cms staff are really good at
identifying the needs for any new material, from
aluminum to carbon, helping the customer do
more, better and with less resources".
One final question: what’s your attitude as you
are coming back to Xylexpo, an exhibition that
has been awaiting you for a long time?
“A few weeks ago I spent a few days at the furniture exhibition in Milan and I had the opportunity
to meet business owners who attend an exhibition
one year, and the year after decide to organize
an event of their own. Everyone has to adjust
marketing initiatives according to their strategies
and goals. This year we are coming back to
Xylexpo enthusiastically. I believe this is an exhibition that requires a global approach, an opportunity to meet at an event where the world
meets and you make decisions with a global vision, expanding your horizons and making bold
decisions, if they serve your purpose".
by Luca Rossetti

Hall 2, stand A01-C01-E01-A07-D07.
www.scmgroup.com

You are currently the Ceo: what was the impact of
the owners sitting back at the steering wheel?
“I love to weigh the importance of the decision
by the founders' families to hold 100 percent of
company shares. Such continuity is definitely a
value. This does not mean it’s easy: a few years
ago we gave it some thought and we realized
the best decision was to keep control in the
hands of the owners. I have a major role, very
demanding, but I am constantly in touch with
the owners”.
The figures of your last financial year are significant,
you achieved impressive growth rates...
“Today we are selling more and better! We
have improved exponentially in presenting the
quality of Scm solutions to our customers, we
are very keen on understanding their expectations
to give them exactly what they expect. We have
tuned up our service to achieve very high time
and quality standards, with a team made up of
over one thousand engineers all over the world.
The team work and the market is rewarding us.
Another example: we have always managed a
huge number of intermediaries around the world.
Now we have new tools and a different strategy
to handle both sales and after-sales very effectively, with all the tools you need to work efficiently".
Mr.Aureli, can you comment upon the decision to
increase your involvement in Cms in Zogno, acquiring entire ownership?
“Cms deserves to be known better, it is a leading-edge business in many advanced sectors,
where the Cms brand has always been a referXYLON INTERNATIONAL
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“FURNITURE ON DEMAND”
A “mini-factory in a shop window”, inside a
shopping mall, where customers use an “app” to
design the furniture they need, choosing shape,
color and size. With few clicks, you move from
screen to reality: a few dozen minutes and your
furniture is ready, with several benefits. This is the
best expression of the “Mass customization”
concept: design, production and delivery within
a very short timeframe, turning the customer into
the designer of his own furniture, which is then
manufactured with highly automated technology.
Such “mini-factory” was installed last April at the
shopping mall Brianza in Paderno Dugnano
(Milan), as the first prototype of a project that
offered an amazing preview of future furniture
production. The “Furniture on Demand” concept
is part of the “Close to Customer” project, which
involves Scm Group and is financed by the European Union, with the participation – besides Scm
– of ten European partners, including leaders in
the respective industries and major universities.
At the core, the innovative Morbidelli “Planet
P800” working center, which can execute all operations, drilling, milling and edgebanding, in a
very short time... while the customer does his
shopping!

FOCUS

BIG ON DRY

WEINIG GROUP IN MILAN
The Weinig Group will be at Xylexpo with an integrated stand concept for solid wood and panel
processing. A unique complete range of production
technology will be on display and in action via
live demonstrations under the “Think Weinig”
motto. The new generation of Weinig planing machines and moulders will make their Milan premiere.
Their outstanding feature is the perfected machine
operation. The ComfortSet concept significantly
simplifies production, achieving material gains in
efficiency for the customer. Numerous settings
can be made tool-free. Even the entry-level Powermat 700 version of the new generation offers
very high performance with a spindle speed of
7,000 rpm in the standard version. The “Powermat
1500” combines the benefits of smaller machines
as well as offering a plethora of needs-oriented
equipment variants thanks to its rigorous modular
system. This includes the numerous potential
spindle configurations as well as the PowerLock
tool holders with a variable speed range from
4,000 – 12,000 rpm.
The compact “Weinig Cube” has become synonymous with simple planing and work pieces
perfectly processed on four sides in a single
throughfeed. The machine will be exhibited at
“Powermat 1500”.

Xylexpo in the next stage of its evolution. The
Cube Plus is equipped with a large touchscreen
display for even better operation. There are also
further innovations in the controls and tool changes.
Thus, the “Cube” Plus underlines its claim as the
easiest planing machine to operate worldwide
with processing times several times faster than a
straightener and planer. Noise emissions have
also been reduced significantly.
An automatic stacker at the outfeed of the machine
enables profitable one-man operation.
The Weinig product unit cutting will also be represented in Milan with a number of machines
covering a wide range of applications. The userfriendly “FlexiRip” universal longitudinal circular
saw will be on display. The “FlexiCut” undertable
cross-cut saw for pre-cutting will also be presented,
allowing Weinig to demonstrate how the “FlexiRip”
can be extended into a cutting center for oneman operation. Also on the Weinig stand will be
the highly-automated, new “OptiCut S 60” pushfeed saw which, with a cross-section capacity
of 280 x 225 mm, is positioned on the cusp of the
high-performance class. Weinig's exhibits in the
Product Unit Cutting will be completed by the
“VarioRip 310 M” multi-blade rip saw with innovative “RipAssist Pro” width optimization and the
“BKS” heavy-duty band resaw. Naturally, Weinig
window production technology will be in the spotlight once again in Milan. In the “Conturex”
range, Weinig offers a comprehensive system for
each performance class that sets standards worldwide either as a single machine or as a linked
complete system comprising a cross-cut saw,

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS

Holz-Her “Evolution 7405”.

scanner and pre-planing machine.
The Weinig Business Unit Panel Processing will
be strongly represented in Milan.
Holz-Her, a member of the Weinig Group since
2010 will present the multi-award-winning “Evolution” vertical compact processing center, the
“ProMaster” for horizontal processing and the
“Lumina”, “Sprint” und “Auriga” edge banders.
The optical zero joint is universal with Holz-Her
from entry level to industrial class.
In addition to its comprehensive range of machines
and systems for solid wood processing and
panel processing, the Weinig Group will also be
providing information on its extensive service offering. Specialists will be on hand in Milan from
the Pre-owned machines, service, concept (engineering) and finance teams to answer any questions. Weinig will also present the Weinig App,
which is becoming increasingly popular as a
standard tool for woodworking professionals
thanks to its tremendous added value.
Hall 2, stand G07-K06-K07-L06.
www.weinig.com

CML ENGINEERING
“TECHNOLOGY MEETS EXPERIENCE”
Cml Engineering srl is the evolution of Cml
srl which since 1960 manufacturers multi-rip
saws, edgers and plants for massive wood.
The company selects suppliers to ensure high
level standards quality and productivity.
The characteristics from distinguishing us comes from the slogan “Technology meets experience” where for over 60 years of experience
ensures continuous research innovation of our
products. More than 6,000 companies have
chosen their products. Cml ensures continuous
and constant up-dating to a product which is
leader on the worldwide market.
The production of multi-rip saws/edgers offers
30 different types, including: single spindle
multi-rip saw; edgers; double spindle multi-rip
saw; massive wood plants “Keys in hands”;
cameras optimization systems; projects and
research automatic lines.
At Xylexpo 2016 the company will be pleased
to show the latest news, such as edger entry
level type “E 350 R”; edger type “Sca 650 4
R T 700 Telescopic”; automatic plant for unedged or pre-edged massive boards; software
systems.
Hall 2, stand M02.

www.cml-engineering.it
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BigonDry srl, a company completely “Made in
Italy” that produces dry kilns, is strongly engaged
in the continuous research for new solutions and
technologies, focusing in particular on environment-friendly: this is a tangible result the “Thw”
plants (Wood Thermo-Modification) and the big
advantages reached on consumption and environmental impact, because of reduced emission
and sophisticated control system that allows to
reach the maximum efficiency. Thanks to several
lab tests, BigonDry had developed the process
of Thermo Treatment of many types of essences,
European and Exotic, with excellent results, on
thicknesses from less than 1mm up to 100mm.
Their “Thw” range goes from a net capacity of 4
m3 up to 30 m³. The particular configuration of
the components of the kilns is designed for a
simple and economical management, since it’s
just necessary to have available as thermal energy,
natural gas or Lpg, electricity and water. Not necessarily requires a thermal oil boiler with all the
consequent expensive management facility. Furthermore, thanks to its versatility, it can satisfy
multiple functions as Conventional Dryer, Steamer,
Sterilizer according to the Ispm-15, Wood Stabilizer,
“Thw” (Wood Thermal Modification treatment) up
to 230 ° C. The energy balance is favourable because the heat exchange takes place directly
into the kiln, thus avoiding heating dispersion in
the various intermediate steps. The results obtained
have confirmed the repeatability of treatments resulting in colour, confirming the high quality of the
final product. The new trend on the use of the
high temperature treatment system is transforming
a same wood in "old wood": such treatment occurs
at high temperatures, above 100 °C, in conditions
of saturated steam. The purpose is to obtain the
best results in the workability of the wood, and at
the same time, greater durability and stability,
with reduced natural tensions, and the elimination
of the resins. The excellent result is the greater
resistance to weather, insects, fungal infections
and the pleasant appearance of antique wood,
where will stand out the natural wood grain and
the intense colour of old durable wood.

Another market that continue to grow is firewood
and biomass: BigonDry has studied specific
drying solutions that dry chips and wood logs, in
traditional dry kilns as in “Biolem” kilns, realized
in preprepared container. The range “Biolem”,
thanks to his flexibility may be applied to different
solutions as the drying of forage, chips, firewood.
“Biolem” is available from 80 KW to 650 KW. It is
also proposed in combination with a drying continuous system, with mobile grate floor and extraction screw conveyor, with automatic unloading,
all managed by a simple system of Plc and touch
screen, controllable from computer.
Hall 2, stand L13.
www.bigondry.com

FOCUS

LEITZ “PROFILCUT Q”: PROVEN IN EVERYDAY PRODUCTION
Leitz “ProfilCut Q” enjoys great popularity with its users. The so far supplied toolsets passed the day-to-day testing with
flying colors. Moreover the Premium version of the new profile tooling system has won two prestigous awards:
the Gold Medal of the Drema Fair in Poznan and the Red Dot Award.
“ProfilCut Q” is the new generation of a Leitz
multi-purpose profile tooling system. It is used
in many wood- and plastic processing industries.
The Premium version of “ProfilCut Q” allows
cutting speeds of up to 120 meters per second
and thus is the quickest profile tooling system
in the industry. Apart from the processing
quality, “ProfilCut Q” mainly convinces through
the combination of performance and easy handling. Clamping system and knife arrangement

are designed in such a way that users can
change all knives quickly and easily without
demounting the tool set – a unique selling point
of the profile tooling system.
Founded in 1876 in Oberkochen, Southern
Germany, the Leitz Group is the worldwide leading manufacturer of tools for industrial processing of wood, wood derived materials,
plastic and compound materials. The Leitz product spectrum covers the complete range of

precision tools for automated machines. In a
complete package of advisory services, 2,900
Leitz employees pass on their experience of
cutting tools to customers so meeting daily the
requirements of a complete problem solver
and producing service provider. Leitz products
regularly are used in more than 150 countries
on earth.
Hall 3, stand C21-D22.
www.leitz.org

Since the presentation of the “ProfilCut Q” on last
year’s Ligna, nearly ten months have passed. The
sales figures show that the Leitz profile tooling system
is a big seller. Thus, the enterprise globally has
supplied “ProfilCut Q”. There is nearly no country
where it is not used in the meantime. However, how
do the toolsets prove in everyday production? Users
seem to be very satisfied by its new “ProfilCut Q”
profile tooling systems. Numerous responses to Leitz
engineers and technicians in Oberkochen and Riedau
indicate this.
One of the companies that choose for Leitz “ProfilCut
Q Premium”, is the Dutch window producer Helwig
in Geleen. Managing Director Frank Helwig: “The
new tooling system works excellent and fully meets
the expectations“, he said. “Due to high cutting
speeds, we can run higher Rpms and feed rates –
this is exactly what we wanted”. Also the processing
quality of the profile tooling system was great. Company
Lesko in the Slovenian Ziri, also a “ProfilCut Q
Premium” user, said nearly the same. “The new Leitz
“ProfilCut Q Premium« allows us to use all advantages
of our new machining centre, as per Managing
Director Blaz Erznoznik. By means of the combination
of “ProfilCut Q”, “RipTec-cutting” procedure and
knives with “Marathon” coating, the company could
realize its idea of high speed cutting. “Furthermore
we achieve constantly high finish quality over a
longer period. For us this is the basis for a highclass quality window.“
However, “ProfilCut Q” has not only impressed the
users, but also the jury members of two prestigious
awards. Already in October 2015 the premium version
of “ProfilCut Q” had won the Gold Medal on the
Drema trade fair in Poznan. Now Leitz has received
the renowned Red Dot Award in the Product Design
category with its “ProfilCut Q Premium”, too.
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FOCUS

ICA GROUP
“MICRO MATTER” AND “DEEP BLACK”
In addition, the most innovative Ica Group products
with the lowest levels of environmental impact will
be taking part in live application tests at the
stands of the leading producers of coating systems.
To receive the detailed program for the event,
please write to news@icagroup.info.
Hall 3, stand E28.

SALVADOR: “LET’S BET
ON XYLEXPO 2016!”
The Italian company takes part to Xylexpo to reaffirm
their willingness to examine increasingly closely the many
markets of the world, a strategy that in the last season
has allowed for an additional growth.

www.icaspa.com
“We believe in Xylexpo and we
concretely prove it. This year,
in fact, we will double the surface of our stand compared to
the previous editions”, as Christian Salvador, Commercial Manager of the company of the
same name, told the Italian and
foreign journalists who participated last February 12th to the
International Press Conference Xylexpo 2016.
“A choice – he continued – that we wanted to
make for many reasons. First of all, to give an
additional importance and significance to the
work we have carried out in the last years, a serious and constant effort in all those activities
which allowed us to grow strongly abroad, by
proposing appropriate technologies and organizing to stay close to our existing clients, during
and after their decision to invest in Salvador”.
“An edition which surely will allow us to make a
good impression on the Italian market as well,
which undoubtedly became more attentive to
the investments in structural goods, thanks to
the macroeconomic facilities recently put into
place by the country’s government”, continued
Salvador.

Ica Group will be taking part in Xylexpo, the
world biennial of technologies for woodworking
and components for the furniture industry.
Visitors will be given the opportunity to see and
feel the new “Micro Matter” finishes with their
microtextured effect, which offer excellent chemical/physical resistance and are particularly pleasing
to the touch thanks to the material-like nature of
the surface.
The other focus of the Ica Group stand will be
“Deep Black”, an impressive effect available at
various gloss levels, from gloss to extra-matt, including all of the different variations of the darkest
of all colors.

COMEC GROUP
SOLUTIONS AND CONTINUOUS INNOVATION

Comec Group, in business since 1970, is a
leader in the development of special woodworking
machines and processes. Through continuous
development and product innovation, the company
can adapt each technological solution to customer
needs. This has driven business growth on the
most dynamic global markets. The flagship products of Comec Group are Multiprocess Working
Centers series “MD” and “Frontal” with multiple
stations, designed for the production of different
types of products including furniture, doors, windows and furniture complements in general.
The key strength of Comec Group is the organization of the production process inside the company, which incorporates a dedicated division for
mechanical operations, recently empowered with
new next-generation working centers, and an in-

dustrial automation division. As a result, the group
can meet specific customer needs quickly and
effectively, from engineering to after-sales service.
This year Comec Group is exhibiting at Xylexpo
in Milan from 24 to 28 May, in a wide booth
featuring the new Multiprocess Working Center
series “MD”.
Hall 2, Stand M01-N02.

www.comecgroup.it

Therefore, Salvador returns to Xylexpo with great
conviction and willingness to benefit fully from it,
stronger after the last years’ experiences on all
levels, not only technical or productive.
In fact, let’s not forget that the Italian brand was
able to win the first XIA-Xylexpo Innovation
Award in the “Communication” section in the
most recent edition of the fair in Milan, to which
they recently added another prestigious prize,
the “Gold Medal” awarded at Drema in Poznan in
2015.

CASADEI BUSELLATO
OPEN DAY SUCCESS: CASADEI BUSELLATO - RW MACHINES

During last April RW Machines hosted
a very special event in their Bicester
head office. The event was not only aimed at UK customers but also Busellato dealers from around the world.
The centre piece of the exhibition was
the launch and first viewing of the “Jet
Smart”; a vertical Cnc machining centre
ideal for either batch size one production
or volume manufacture and taking floor
space of only 8m2 with total versatility.
Other machines on demonstration included the very well proven and accepted “Easyjet
7.10”, a “jumbo” board nesting machine with options for auto loading and unloading.
From Casadei, and showing the wide range they
now offer, were the very competitively priced
“Flexa 47” which is a mid range edgebander.
Equipped for a multitude of edging materials including 0.4mm, 2mm and wood lippings to a maximum of 8mm, all changes and settings from the
control panel.
Also demonstrated was the “Flexa 307”, a fully
industrial edgebander for heavy production, once
again equipped to produce high quality volume
edgebanding.

“There are other two elements that positively influenced our decision: firstly the fact that finally,
after three years, all world’s most important
competitors will be in Milan. Everybody has
been expecting this and thus Xylexpo can once
again become the greatest showcase of “made
in Italy” and of the world’s most important offer
everyone knows”. “To this important milestone
we must also add the clear efforts of the organizers to revitalize this event, too disadvantaged
by a “difficult” internal market and by choices
which, without a doubt, have not been very
useful in the recent past”.

During the three day event RW received visits
from many UK manufacturers, a great deal of
these being long term RW customers but also
many new customers who expressed great interest
of the machines on show.
On the Friday evening Casadei Busellato held a
“Gala Dinner” for the visiting agents hosted by
Mr Massimo Bobba, Managing Director of Casadei
Busellato.
Casadei Busellato extend a warm welcome to
all UK customers to visit their stand at the forthcoming Xylexpo in Milan 24th-28th May 2016.
Hall 1, stand H12-H20.
www.casadeibusellato.it
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INNOVATION
Many machines will be exhibited at FieraMilanoRho, also constantly enhanced solutions with
higher performances and new solutions, measures,
improvements and new auxiliaries.
As, for example, the new software, designed for
one of the top models of Salvador’s optimizing
and crosscutting saws, the “Superpush” series,
which is now available for the angle cutting optimizing saw “Superangle
600” as well; a successful
machine, made even
more versatile by adopting
measures which allow not
only to rapidly and easily
cut wooden elements at
different angles, but also
to drill, thanks to the re-
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spective groups designed and developed for applications in the sofa’s furniture industry, for which
the company in San Vendemiano is already imagining many other uses.
In a nutshell, we can say that the drilling group,
positioned before the blade, allows for a perpendicular drilling of the pieces with diameters
between 6 and 16 mm, suited for the application
and/or integration of accessories or hardware in
the manufacturing of increasingly complex sofas.
The machine will command four axes overall, offering the possibility of working on two boards simultaneously.
Equipped with a separate and independent cells
chain loader, in addition to a buffer unloader, the
new version of the “Superangle” will be able to
work without the operator’s intervention, substantially
increasing the productivity of the companies
which will choose it.
Grouping three different operations (cutting, drilling,
automation) that until now were performed by
three different machines will therefore allow, apart
from high savings on labor costs, to significantly
increase the automation level, to rationalize the
logistics and to digitize operations that couldn’t
be managed at a flow level before.
Salvador’s warhorses will also be present, completely restyled as well. They include the “Superpush 200”, a very flexible pusher optimizing saw,
also available in the “Window” version which –
with specific accessories and printed on labels
or on wood – is proving to be a highly appreciated
solution for the window and door frames industry.
There is also space for “Supercut 500”, the
family which the “Super fast” version is part of,
redesigned in the cutting system for greater
speed, reducing the cutting time to a few hundredths of a second, a really excellent result
especially for those companies that need to cut
many pieces as fast as possible, so as to become
truly competitive and to protect the operators’ safety.
In the stand set up at FieraMilano-Rho will be
also exhibited the “Classic 50” and “Classic
60”, manual “entry level” crosscutting saws. These
are “simple” solutions, as reducing as this definition
sounds, as they are totally efficient, safeguarding
the operator’s safety, which has always been a
top priority for Salvador.
Hall 2, stand F07-G06.

www.salvadormachines.com

FOCUS

FINITURE: IT’S EASY TO PAINT WINDOWS...
and product saving. Receiving data from the
scanner, the “Winpaint” software generates
the “Ras” robot axis motion program in real
time, completely unattended. For complex
shapes and windows with large depths, the
“Ras” robot can be equipped with a 3D scanning system. Finiture’s 6-axis “Ras” robot can
be mounted on a moving carriage, which is
driven as 7th axis. This eliminates any limitation
to painting length. For instance, the company
has installed a spraying system for lengths up
to 6 meters at several customers. “Winpaint”
guarantees painting quality in any case.
Next to “Ras”, the Finiture stand will also
present “Rac”, an innovative automated sanding
system for handing parts.

Giovanni Sedino is the owner of Finiture in Saonara
(Padua), a company whose plants are installed by an
increasing number of window manufacturers looking
for real quality, but without compromising on speed
and automation levels that support the competitiveness
of a company.
“The window industry is transforming like never before: the big producers cannot rely on huge production volumes any longer. Handicraft production,
meaning few windows each day, risks to be no
longer competitive and each process stage has to
be optimized, coating included. Until few years
ago, outsourcing to a subcontractor was just a
matter of organization, while today we realize that if
you also handle this part of the process, it can
make a difference”.
However, it’s a tough challenge, because it means
acquiring new competence and expertise, investing
in technology and qualified staff. After all, coating is
not just a matter of visual impact, quite the contrary:
wood is a wonderful material, but it must be properly
treated and protected. And that's the purpose of
painting, i.e. ensuring durability.
There are many ways to solve the problem, but it's
automation that makes the difference: if you can work
better, achieving better results while minimizing environmental impact and labor, you can win the coating
challenge.
“It happens more and more frequently – Giovanni
Sedino says – that we bring our solutions into workshops with a long history, maybe long-time customers
who are trying to transform their business. Very
often, they have invested in specific working centers
for windows, implementing the just-in-time philosophy
to respond to a market where volumes are getting
smaller and smaller, batches are minimized, and
total flexibility is requested. They have to handle
every operation from profile cutting to coating, because everything must be aligned, perfectly synchronized. As a result, the smartest entrepreneurs,
those who want to preserve adequate competitiveness levels, invest in technology, also in the
coating domain. As I said before, it is imperative to
“shorten the supply chain”, to carry out incoming
orders completely, in order to be more competitive
and keep a certain level of margin”.

The “Rac” system consists of an anthropomorphous robot with 6 or more axes equipped
with a sanding brush. Robot motion programs
are generated automatically by the “Winsand”
software, which processes data collected by
a scanning system.
At Xylexpo, the company will also exhibit the
horizontal flow-coating line for wood profiles,
a recent innovation by Finiture’s Research
and Development department that allows to
apply and dry paint on a product within three
minutes. The horizontal flow-coating system
“Pro-Flow” is available in several versions
and with different automation levels. The basic
version with manual operation can be equipped
with a humidification system to streamline

cleaning operations and/or with tanks for the
coating product and a clarifier. The automatic
version complements these features with an automatic product switchover systems. “Pro-Flow”
can be connected to the “Pro-Dry” drying tunnel,
where parts – constantly moving – are dried by
the combined action of hot air and infrared arrays,
quickly and consistently.
Finiture offers complete solutions to customers
and additional accessories to integrate its lines:
an automatic profile brushing unit and an automatic
recirculation unit to the loading area. Available
options can be combined as needed, in line with
the philosophy of Finiture to offer flexible and tailor-made solutions.
www.finiture.it
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AT XYLEXPO...
Spraying robot “Ras” and sanding robot “Rac”.

At Xylexpo 2016 Finiture is presenting its latest creation
for spraying automation, the six-axis robot “Ras” that
– with the innovative software “Winpaint” – can perfectly paint all types of interior and exterior doors,
from simple to complex ones, with significant time
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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FOCUS

G3 FANTACCI

ANEST IWATA

LAMELLO

PRODUCTION GROWTH AND EVOLUTION

BETTER FINISHING AT A BETTER COST

CONNECTING WITH THE “P-SYSTEM”

Anest Iwata, a leading company in the field
of Industrial Painting, offers top quality painting
tools for car refinishing, wood industry and
industrial painting in general.
The Anest Iwata product range includes several spray guns, pumps and accessories
that, based on their specifications, are useful
on multiple painting phases and in different
application fields.
Anest Iwata Group engagement is to realize
better finishing at a better cost. Following
this resolution, in the year 2009, we launched
on the market “Supernova” Pininfarina Series
with spray guns “Ws 400“and “Ls 400”
which gained a worldwide reputation of uncontested excellence in the field of car
refinish. Anest Iwata pre-atomization nozzle
technology (Split Nozzle™), together with
the perfect balance given by Pininfarina design, considerably contributed to the great
success of “Supernova” Series.
Referring to wood industry, Anest Iwata
offers tailor-made solutions for the specific
products used. They have top quality spray
guns and pumps specifically thought for thixotropics coatings, wood stains, antique
stains, clearcot and laquer applications.
During Xylexpo 2016, Anest Iwata will launch
the new “Iwata Icon Series”, airless and air
assisted airless pumps suitable for
medium/high pressure applications. Icon
pumps strong points are their extremely
simple assembling, disassembling and maintenance and their excellent reliability that will
really make the difference in Wood Industry.
Practical exhibition will be made of the four
“Icon” models: “Icon-M433N”, “Icon-A433N”,
“Icon-M333N” e “Icon-A333N”.
In addition to this, Anest Iwata will launch
the multi spray guns “Series Msgs-200”
which combines the advantages of Airless
technology (speed, low overspray) with the
advantages of conventional technology (excellent finishing) resulting in a product with
high transfer efficiency and excellent finish
quality. High transfer efficiency, perfect balance and optimal ergonomics are three
other characteristics that will make “Msgs200” stand out in wood industry field.
The result of the combined use of “Msgs
200” and “Icon” pumps will be: higher transfer
efficiency and excellent finishing combined
with the best reliability. Finally, the user will
be able to increase the quality of his work
from the current standards.
Hall 3, stand R11.
www.anest-iwata.it

The “P-System” from Lamello is an
innovative and award-winning joining
method. “Clamex P-14”, “Tenso P14” and “Divario P-18” connecting
fittings make an entirely new level of
flexibility, speed and simplicity possible
throughout the design, manufacturing,
transport and installation process.
The connector's installation and anchorage system is based on the “PSystem®” profile groove. This formlocking anchorage between the workpiece and fitting guarantees maximum retention forces, saves an incredible amount
of time and is extremely efficient. The P-System
groove for the connector can be milled either
using modern Cnc technology or very simply by
hand using the “Zeta P2” power tool from Lamello.
The real return comes from how easy it is to
install the fitting – a manual process that does not
require any tools and can be performed in
seconds, without any additional screws or adhesive.
The “Tenso P-14” is a self-clamping connecting
fitting with three functions: alignment, clamping
and connecting. It features an extremely – and
uniquely – high clamping force that makes it possible to glue workpieces without clamps or presses.
As a result, this fitting enables components to be
assembled at the most cost-effective stage in the
chain, whether at production, storage, transportation or assembly. When gluing workpieces at
the building site, it is no longer necessary to transport clamps and protectors to and from the site,
at great effort and expense. Because no clamping
devices are needed, there is also no need to wait
for glue to dry. Excess glue can be easily and
quickly removed and, with the “Tenso P-14”, there
is no longer a risk of painted components being
damaged by the clamps. This significantly shortens
the time required for installation and setup.

G3 Fantacci is a manufacturer of high technology
tools completely realized in Italy. For more than
50 years on the market with continuous research
of quality, productivity and innovation of tools for
woodworking, plastic and aluminum.
Also at this edition of Xylexpo 2016 will be present
with the booth in Hall 2 to confirm the continuity,
the evolution and the growth of its production.
As well as the production of wide use tools, the
company is specialized in the manufacturing of
tools for chair's production, thanks also the cooperation with leading manufacturers of machines
for this work. In the wide range of the production
there are standing out the multicut spiral cutters
and other specific tools like tenoning cutters and
HM helical router bits.
In the last two years it's one of few companies,
that continues to believe in the investment for the
development, purchasing new machines and also
incorporating the company Gi.Ma to increase as
the productivity, as the experience that's necessary
in the field.
To highlight the points of strength of the company
such as the production of special tools, insert
cutters and brazed tools, also diamond tools.
Hall 2, stand B17.
www.g3fantacci.com

CAPE
FROM BARCELONA TO THE WORLD

Due to its minimal installation depth of 14 mm,
the connector can be used in all wood materials
from 16 mm thick. The successful “Tenso P-14”
gluing aid, with preload function, is now available.
The additional option of preloading the connector
prior to glue application now enables its use for
all angles and mitres. The individual preloading
of the joining elements considerably reduces the
required amount of force when connecting the
workpieces, which is another benefit to the user.
Applications: Furniture, shelve units, built-in cupboards, kitchen manufacturing, covers, visible
faces, gluing on the building site, etc.
The latest “P-System” connecting fitting, “Divario
P-18”, enables completely invisible connections
that meet the highest quality standards and rounds
off the “P-System” family nicely with a new function:
a shelf or separation wall can now be inserted
into a pre-assembled structure. The “Divario P18” also braces the components when they are
inserted, creating neat, flush joints. The clamping
action, however, only occurs at certain points
rather than across the entire insertion length,
making the components easier to insert. The connector is able to absorb high tensile forces thanks
to the press-fit connection between the inserted
component and the sides. Thanks to this new
connector, the user has greater flexibility in design
without having to forgo stability. Clamping
aids and adhesive are not required to
insert the components. The connector can
be fully or only partially fitted on site. Moreover, the fitting can be released for transportation.
Applications: Furniture building, interior fitting, trade fair construction, shop fitting,
residential walls, bookshelves, open room
dividers, wine racks, etc.
Hall 3, stand E31

www.lamello.com

OMGA-DIERREGI
NEW OPTIMIZING SAW “T 523 OPT”
Omga-Dierregi will be exhibiting at the upcoming
Xylexpo 2016 with its main line of products on display in hall 2. Among the new products this
year, the highlight will be a new mid-high range
optimizing saw, model “T 523 Opt”.
It consists of a push-feed optimizer for defecting
and full optimization of wooden pieces. A pneumatic tail clamp system ensures the accurate
handling of the boards during the positioning,
between each cut. Two horizontal clamps selfadjust
based on the cross section of the work piece and
ensure that the board is square against the fence before
each cut. The marking of the
defects is carried out using
a fluorescent crayon.
The phase of reading the defect marks and length of the
board occurs automatically,
during the return stroke of
the pusher. The Nc controller

After the evolution of the “Tandem” nailing lines,
“Mach” flexible lines and the automatic feeding
systems for these two lines, Cape has integrated
two international leading solutions in the sector.
They are the American company PRS, devoted
to the recovery of pallets and the company Yaskawa-Motoman specialized in the development
of pallet recovery systems.
Cape, leader in the development and manufacturing of woodworking machinery, diversifies and
increases its product range with these new systems
based on the recovery of pallets. With this initiative,
Cape enters forcefully in the production of machinery and quality technology for pallet handling.
Hall 2, stand M17.

www.cape.es
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associated with the industrial 10.4” touch screen
display allows for easy data entry as well as an
intuitive means to access all the optimization programs. A Usb port is available, as well as an
Ethernet RJ45 port, for the connection to company
networks. The “T 523 Opt”, along with all other
equipment on display, will be available for custom
demonstrations during the event.
Hall 2, stand P01-Q02.
www.omgainc.com

FOCUS

THE FIRST FORTY YEARS OF METAL WORLD
Xylexpo will be the occasion to open the celebrations – ending up with an event in September
at the corporate headquarters in Friuli – of this major milestone, as well as a showcase
to present the company’s technical and innovation power in the tools industry.
organization with strong production capacity,
capable of handling large orders, producing
big volumes to keep competitive prices, an effective strategy that must be supported by distribution. With this approach – despite the fact
that we are based in Italy and not in an emerging
country – we can achieve excellent results in
any market around the world. We can develop
special tools, excellent from all standpoints,
but we can and we must also consider volumes
and standard production. In Italy, we can find
skilled staff and – I want to say it clearly – these
people have helped us become what we are
today, playing a key role during our first forty
years. In Italy, unfortunately, we have to deal
with a political and economic organization and
a financial system that is not always supportive,
to put it softly”.
Franco Paviotti.

“I can hardly conceal my emotion when I think
back on these forty years of our story, since we
decided – myself, Enzo, Rino and Giorgio, all
Paviotti family members, all cousins of different
types – to create a business in tools manufacturing”.
So says Franco Paviotti, now co-owner with
Giorgio of Metal World in Pavia di Udine, as he
starts to tell us about his emotions and a few
details about anniversary celebrations. Getting
forty is a major milestone… Years of success and
commitment, leading to the recent decision of
changing the corporate structure in 2014, with
results you can now perceive as soon as you
enter the company. The atmosphere has changed:
you can breathe innovation, organization, consistency.
“It was a necessary decision to carry on, to
tackle things in the most effective way. An example is our new “Showroom”, which represents
our determination to show who we are, to exhibit
all we can do, all the specific expertise we
have acquired, from micro-tools to planer cutters,
achieving speeds up to 600 meters per minute.
It’s not enough being good, you have to let
everyone know, informing the largest possible
number of prospects about our offer, in terms
of products as well as quality, research, applied
technology, total control on the end product.
This is the direction we have taken to face the
new market emerging from the crisis and dominated by manufacturers from countries with less
experience, poorer industrial culture, but nevertheless offering a dynamic range of solutions.
There is no alternative: either you think differently,
or you are out of business. We decided to carry
on, to keep Metal World in business, leveraging
our solid tradition and the resources we have
acquired over the years, looking beyond the
Italian borders and expanding our focus to different areas".
You have always been involved in other industries
and materials, for instance…
“Sure. We have matured, we are looking at new
opportunities, while taking into due consideration
the situation in which we are acting.
The market is often “blurred”: we have to deal
with individual customers, specific requirements,
and consequently limited volumes, though still
significant. However, today Metal World is an

“Looking ahead means fully loading the machines, running them at full steam! We can
knock on the door of anyone who needs our
skills, wherever they are.
After all, this is the lesson we have learned in
forty years. We have made the transition from
“sequences”, i.e. operations performed one
after another, to operators who control multiple
highly automated machines within a production
island. This is our recipe for competitiveness:
extraordinary, certified products with high standards, without any limit to quantity!”.
Will the wood industry be your main business
area also for another forty years?
“Today it represents 80 percent of our production
and I believe that it will remain a very important
business for us. However, we want to reduce
the share of “special” custom products from 95
to 75 percent... and double production! We
want to sell more from our catalog and we are
setting up a company that can handle different
volumes. For this purpose, we are also implementing an ERP system to handle all business
functions, from cost estimates to re-sharpening
services. We are not changing our furniture, we
are renovating the house, it’s a turning point...
probably the best way to celebrate our first
forty years and look at the future".

AT XYLEXPO...
At the upcoming Xylexpo, Metal World is exhibiting
several products from its portfolio. In the forefront,
the “Cobra Line” boring bits, provided with
through holes for effective chip removal.
Made with next-generation tough materials, they
are designed to achieve excellent performance:
air blown into the shank and “shot” through the
hole leaves it perfectly clean.
Another new product is “Turbo System”, a range
of aggregates that – through the generation of a
compressed air jet – create “vacuum” that removes
97 percent of dust and chips.
Easy to use, “Turbo System” can be mounted
and removed like a conventional ring nut, providing
an ideal solution for nesting, contouring and profiling, also at low rotation speeds. It can process
any type of panel, from particleboard to fiberglass,
it is compact and can be located between 3 and
25 millimeters from the working surface. It can be
protected by a corrosion-resistant, wear-proof,
anti-static ceramic coating.
Hall 1, Stand F02-G01.

www.metalworld.it

www.ﬁniture.it
www.ﬁniture.it
info@ﬁniture.it

Impianti di verniciatura

You mentioned distribution...
“Our branches play a key role, offering valuable
support not only for service, but also for promotion
and sales. We have to get stronger also in distribution, to be more proactive and closer to
our customers in all the sectors where we are
growing. I am referring to eyewear, where we
are doing great, but also automotive and aerospace, where we have deployed significant capacities with a new and enhanced metrology
room and new investments in tool production
technology: now we can make and guarantee
tools designed to achieve specific results and
a reliable lifetime. In this area, we have achieved
excellent results through specialization, through
the creation of functions dedicated to engineering, to product enhancement, while assigning resources to the optimization of production operations. So, enhanced tools manufactured in the fastest and most cost-effective
way…
Engineering, process industrialization. These
are the keywords, our heritage for the next generations, my daughter Fanny, and Giorgio’s children, Luca and Andrea, for the next forty years!”.

eneto 13/15, 35020 Saonara (PD)
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FOCUS

ESSETRE

PESSA

THE TRADITION RENEWED IN ESSETRE’S HOME

SPECIALIST IN FLAKING AND CHIPPING LINES

Even this year Essetre will be present at Xylexpo
exhibition with its production strengths “Techno
Saw” and “Techno Fast”.
The company is solid since more than 35 years
with its brilliant ability in technology always tuned
with the users requests and inline with the market
today.
The working center “Techno Fast” is the emblematic example of this interest raised up by the
operators of this sector for this 5 axis machine.
Moreover it has reduced dimensions that permits
the shipment and installation easily keeping the
same performances instead of the working center
of the same category without compromises in
quality terms.
The working of the beams is completely automatic
with dimensions 250x620mm and unlimited length
adapted to the carpentry and .building sectors.
The “younger sister” “Techno Saw” is the compact
Entry Level compact from the whole range of machines Essetre. The “Techno Fast” is equipped
with 1 head at 5 interpolating axis and double
exit , one exit with flange for the permanent installation of the blade and the other for the conic
tools Hsk/63F.
This machine is particularly suitable for trusses
elements and is equipped with an automatic tool
changer magazine with 8 positions and works
sections maximum dimensions 400x150mm.
Historic sector of the company is still the milling
from 3 to 5 axis which raised up either the application sectors either the performance of the ma-

chines thanks to 5 axis new generation “Gantry”.
The working shapes are without limits and with
high precision even on more complex ways and
can be used composites material as per Kevlar
and Carbon, Synthetic materials and Metals besides the wood.
The working center “Gantry” can be equipped
with a milling head from 3 to 5 axis, while the working plan can be single or double and can have
a palletization system to allow a flexible and easy
loading of the elements to be processed.
The working plan can be also equipped differently
with Rexilon table or crossbars Table with pneumatic modules for moving and positioning in automatic by Cn.
The solid mechanical and electro welded structure
and its remarkable possibility to be customized,
makes this machine very flexible and suitable to
be modified with special options to satisfy the different needs.
In this meaning Essetre is leader in the personalization of the Wood process machines thanks to
its Project Department and its whole team ready
to find efficient solutions ad hoc to each customer.
Essetre is confident upon a great affluence at its
booth K02 in the sector of the wood processing
not only for its reliable technology which distinguishes the Company but also for the increasing
innovation, like the new entry “Techno Saw”.
Hall 2, stand K02.
www.essetre.com

Pessa Impianti srl designs and manufactures
machinery and plants for the primary working
of wood and preparation of flakes, chips and
fiber, mainly used in the Wbp, Mdf, Osb industry.
It supplies a wide range of systems and equipments with complementary functions to improve
their performance and for the complete automation of the lines.
It is a reliable partner to face and work out the
realization of new lines and machinery but also
for the up-grading of existing plants to meet
changing production needs.
A consolidated experience of more than 50
years is a real guarantee for customers who
can also count on a reconditioning service of
the part subject to heavy wear as cutterheads,
rotors and impellers, that assure high efficiency
and top performance of the machines.
A particular remark on the universal discontinous flakers, reliable machines with extraordinary performances, designed to comply with
different production requirements and able to
produce good quality calibrated flat flakes and
Osb strands with superior mechanic characteristics.Their high performances allow to eliminate
working shifts with consequent reduction of
the plant basis cost: one only machine is able
to produce flat flakes already suitable to the
final use. That means reduced manpower, reduced maintenance costs, less energy consumption.
The chipping lines have not a secondary importance since represent the alternative to a
poor availability of the raw materials; they allow
the recovery of wooden wastes that can be

BENZ

DISCOTELSISAL

FIRST TEST, THEN BUY

QUALITY AND SIMPLICITY

The Benz GmbH Werkzeugsysteme is a leading
systems partner in the development and production
of Cnc-units for the metal-, wood and composite
material working industry. The polished and highend quality product portfolio consists of static
and live tools, right angle heads, multi-spindle
heads and speeders, the modular tooling systems
“Benz Solidfix®”, “Benz Capto™” and “Benz
Nanofix®”, broaching units, large boring heads
as well as 2-axis-Nc-heads. The symbiosis of
modern management and creative engineering
transformed the traditional company with over
270 employees into an innovative, fast growing
corporation. Before making the decision to purchase, new products are first being tested on a
more frequent basis. What about when considering
the purchase a Cnc aggregate head? It is critical
that cost intensive goods such as Cnc aggregate
tooling, properly match the customer’s specific
equipment and manufacturing needs. In an effort
to facilitate the interested parties needs, a number
of Benz Cnc aggregate heads are now available
for testing purposes. For those who wish to experience how the use of these heads can dramatically

From the beginning, in 1957 Discotelsisal has
focused on technological research and product
specialization as strategic factors of development:
no coincidence that many of our innovations have
become a point of reference in the world of abrasives and sanding. The solid construction, ease
of use and adaptability to many applications
proved Discotelsisal’s wheels to be the most innovative on the market. Today is a leading manufacturer of abrasives and sanding wheels of
natural and synthetic abrasives.
The company covers a total of 5,000 square
metres and counts on more than 40 employees
and an extensive network of worldwide sales.
Thanks to the over 50 years presence on the
market, Discotelsisal has become a point of reference for professionals from the fields of wood,
paint, metals and ceramics.
They offer a complete range of sanding solutions
designed to solve the particular needs of each
customer and for any kind of wood, Mdf, solvent
paints, Uv and water based paints.
The wide range of production places at the top
the following products: non-woven flap wheels,

improve their production, you can now contact
the Benz Team and order a trial aggregate for
a minimal “rental” fee. Currently available are
the “Collevo” belt sander unit, the “Simolo”
orbital sander unit, the “Floating” trimming unit
as well as the “Seco” cutting unit. Interested
parties who choose to purchase the unit following
the testing cycle, will have the “rental” fee credited towards the cost of the unit they select.
Hall 3, stand L09.
www.benz-tools.de
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reintroduced in the production of value-added
composite materials in form of fiber and micro
particles or used as alternative source of energy.
The production range includes ‘wood shaving
machines’ type “PL” for zootechny field, designed
for animal bedding soft flakes production, qualified
for animal comfort and obtained from roundwood.
In details, the production includes: machines
for the primary working of wood and recovery of
wood wastes (discontinuous flakers, drum chippers, wood shaving machines for animal litters);
milling machines and shredders; machines for
particle comminution (knife ring flakers, hammer
mills, refining mills); systems for wood feeding,
handling and storage; extraction, storage and
mixing systems for flakes, chips, sawdust;
auxiliary equipments.
Hall 2, stand R12.

www.pessaimpianti.com

impregnated non-woven flap wheels flap, emery
paper interleaf flap wheels, emery cloth interleaf
flap wheels, convolute wheels, polyurethane wheels, non-woven discs and hand pads.
Quality, simplicity of use, market consciousness
have been and will always be Discotelsisal’s guidelines for the future.
Hall 3, stand E22.
www.discotelsisal.com

FOCUS

A.CREMONA

BAUMER INSPECTION

PROUDLY “MADE IN ITALY”

INNOVATIVE DIMENSION CONTROL, FULLY AUTOMATIC

Angelo Cremona pioneered the production of veneer
peeling lathes and is now proud to introduce its latest
and most advanced technological achievements. All
machineries are proudly "Made in Italy" since 1892.
Basic features of Angelo Cremona's peeling lines:
automatic knife changing (fast and safe); thermal
stabilization of the peeling knife and nose-bar; mechanical carriage drive; electronic knife controls (pitch/
angles/ clamping); fully automated clipping lines - up
to 320 m/min.; fully automated stacking lines - up to
110 sheets/min.
Angelo Cremona's roller dryers and bar dryers
(Patent No.95924216.5) can guarantee excellent internal air distribution, air pre-heating in the front and
back part of the dryer, homogeneous air pressure on
the veneer surface of each deck. Moreover,homogeneous air moisture inside each zone of the dryer, independent control of each ventilator by using Vdf, no
veneer breakage (in the case of bar dryer), no jams
and high-grade veneer flatness and fiber flexibility.
Hall 2, stand F16.

On the Xylexpo in Milan, Italy, Baumer
Inspection presents the new innovation
for the furni-ture industry.
With “ColourBrain® SiZe” Baumer
Inspection will present a new and modular measuring sys-tem which sets
new standards for the high precision
optical control of the furniture production.
“ColourBrain® SiZe” offers an economical inline measurement system
through a combination of special cameras and sensors which have all
been developed in-house and make
this modular design possible in the
first place. This new measurement principle makes it possible for the first time

to guarantee a 100 percent control of all parts during the running
production process.
Another highlight is the guarantee
of the measuring accuracy of
up to 0,25mm – even with parts
that can be 5000mm long and
have a line speed of 100m/min.
Control options besides length,
width, thickness and squareness
can also be the control of drill
holes or grooves on either the top or bottom
side of the piece.
The “SiZe” system guarantees a reliable
dimension control that works either in length,
or crossway transport direction.

The system is designed in way so that a subsequently installa-tion on an existing conveyor will
be possible.
Hall 1, stand T01.
www.baumerinspection.com

OUR WORK FRUITS RISE
FROM YOUR NEEDS

www.angelo-cremona.com

COIMA
SUCTION, FILTERING AND STORAGE SYSTEMS

Our know-how
has deep roots
www.albertiengineering.com

An efﬁcient plant rises
from a customized project.
project.
Drilling and hardware inserting plant
dedicated to “just in time” production of
vertical and horizontal furniture panels.

teamgraphic.eu

Coima was born in 1982 in one of the most important
Italian areas for industrial manufacturing and furnishing
production. It is mainly focused on the wood sector
but over the years Coima's experience has also
spread out in other fields, such as mechanical, plastic,
and agroindustrial operations, as well as any industrial
field with the need of using air as the vehicle for the
removal of wasting material, both solid and gas.
From the very beginning the company has been specialized in design and installation of suction, filtering
and storing systems for waste or gas arising from
machinery operations, but not exclusively. The key
characteristic of Coima’s business proposal is its solutions, thanks to which the productivity, the efficiency
of machineries and waste recycling are combined in
a single proposal designed and created for the customer.
Coima's solutions expand to painting systems for
any type of manufactured goods and to biomass treatment, such as thermal plants for water heating or
steam production, and also briquettes and pellet industrial manufacturing system.
Coimagroup, new air at work!
Hall 1, stand T11-T19.
www.coimagroup.it

VVia
ia Galileo Galilei, 34/36 - 20060 Gessate (MI) Italy - TTel.
el. 02 95 78 1999 - Fax 02 95 38 3791 - E-mail: info@alber
info@albertiengineering.com
tiengineering.com
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FOCUS

HECHT
EXPERIENCE SPEAKS FOR HECHT
Ever since its foundation in 1971, south Germany’s
Hecht Electronic AG has specialized in quality
assurance and manufacturing precision. Clients
from across the globe have benefited from innovative effective and technologically advanced systems, as well as enjoying the personal service
of their experienced staff.
Hecht offers tactile, optical and in-line systems
for measurement. Specialist tailored measurement
systems are developed for individual client requirements. “DesQ” measurement tables, designed
for the measurement off at materials, have a
broad range of applications.
The “Exenso” length stop ensures ease of use
and precise profile cutting in the window, furniture,
wood and metal industries. Further development

of the “Exenso” positioning technology into fully
automatic saw systems has increased the range
of applications. Effective and fast cutting to length
with minimal off cuts are the highlights of Exenso
saw systems.
The fully automated “Opto-DesQ Vmax“ measuring table is used in the contact-free measurement
of all geometric dimensions in industrial manu-

facture. With the “Opto-DesQ Vmax“, quality
control becomes part and parcel of manufacturing and will guarantee the quality of
your processes.
The “Opto-DesQ Vmax“ measuring table
is equipped with a camera system and
special image recognition software, and
delivers highly accurate measurement outcomes. This enables speedy recognition
as to whether or not a component lies
within the tolerance parameters that have
been set. If these tolerances threaten to be exceeded, a signal is sent to the operator, instructing
him to check his drilling settings.
Hall 1, stand S12.

www.hecht-electronic.de
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UNICONFORT
HIGH EFFICIENCY, HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Efficiency, ductility and low emissions.
These are the features of new “Eos”, a model
presented by Uniconfort at lasy Mce Expocomfort exhibition from 15 to 18 March in Milan.
The Research & Development division of the
Veneto-based company, the world’s third-largest
player in solid biomass energy conversion, has
designed a boiler with an innovative upgrade
to the combustion chamber. In previous models,
the boiler had a hybrid moving and fixed grate
systems, the materials was burned in static
conditions and the moving grate was only operated to extract combustion ashes.
In the new “Eos” featuring innovative Uniconfort
technology, the combustion material is moved
by the grate, with the benefit of widening the
range of fuel types.
The new model, producing hot water at 90°C
and steam, is much more versatile in terms of
fuel, as it can burn materials that are not necessarily certified, with high moisture levels up
to 50 percent. Also the ash extraction systems
is now more efficient to handle high volumes of
residual ashes. This innovation brings significant
savings in fuel purchase and the possibility to
burn self-produced materials with high efficiency.
The boiler has already been certified on site
according to Uni En303/5 Class 5 standards,
showing emission and efficiency levels largely
beyond the minimum requirements of the standards.
In detail, efficiency is above 90 percent and
the machine also offers low levels of nitrogen
oxide and dust. Uniconfort also launched a
new model of “Atom”, the boiler designed for
plants between 200 and 500 Kw. The new
boiler can burn A1 and A2 certified fuel with
moisture content below 30 percent. It has
already been certified and comes with emission
and efficiency certificates based on bench
tests.Therefore, it does not require onsite certification, thus reducing time and costs to get
access to different types of loans and subsidies.
Hall 1, Stand M22-N21.
www.uniconfort.it

FOCUS

UNLIMITED CREATIVITY
From the outside, the site is quite anonymous,
concealed in the urban landscape of Seveso, in
the Monza Brianza province. The inside is home
to Figini, a company with almost one century of
history and a portfolio ranging from furniture production to interior decorations for yachts. Everything
is strictly made to measure, relying on solid handicraft expertise. It was 1922 when grandpa Vittorio Figini started his business of high-quality
furniture sets. Then his son Giuseppe sat at the
wheel, together with his wife Marisa, who is now
the historical memory of the company. Then their
three children took over in 1986. Linda is in
charge for sales and administration, and contacts
with customers and designers. Diego is the “heart
and soul” of the workshop, supervising production.
Vittorio, Internet provider, selects digital technology
for design and processing. The 2 thousand square
meter premises of the historical site are currently
occupied down to the last millimeter for all the
machining and pre-assembling operations of furniture and complete sets. The evolution of production in the Brianza-based company, carried
out by the three owners and three employees,
has been driven by the renovation and adaptation
of the technological resources to new applications.
One of the acquisitions was the hot-forming membrane press “Cvm” by Ormamacchine, based
in Torre Boldone (Bergamo).
Linda Figini took us on a tour of the family company, telling the “who, what and how” of a business
that combines handicraft and technology.
“Since 1992 we have been in the business of
yacht interiors, and more generally, we have
always produced measure-made furniture, both
for private customers and for hotel contract. I
am proud to say that we are contacted for
special and unique creations: we carry out all
orders based on architect designs or collaborating directly with customers. Our processes
are always based on unique pieces rather than
series furniture, where we are not competitive.
... We mainly process wood of selected species.
For other materials like glass, steel, pewter or
Perspex, we rely on external suppliers we have
been collaborating with for generations”.
Which are the key technologies for your process
operations? “Our technological assets include
new equipment or machines we have modified
over time to achieve maximum accuracy and
machining speed, including cutting and splicing
systems for finishing plates, a standard press
for panel lamination and a web press, a squaring
machine, an edgebander, a sanding machine
and a five-axis point-to-point working center.
The only operations we have outsourced in
recent years are painting and polishing. Using
IT applications we can generate the machine
program directly from the 3D drawing, although
some operations are still based on the real
drawing, which we print out on paper so that
the operator has full control, also visually, on
the accurate operation he is carrying out. Once
all components are ready, we perform integral

DESIGNED FOR COMPLEX SHAPES
The “Cvm” series of hot-forming membrane
presses by Ormamacchine (Torre Boldone,
Bergamo) is suitable for the lamination and
hot-gluing of shaped parts with multilayered
or veneer sheets. The family includes 3 models
(“Cvm 1” and “Cvm 2”, “Cvm Eco”), with
working dimensions from 3000x1300 millimeters
up to 4000x1600 millimeters. The machines
are equipped with a vacuum pump and are
easy to use to control and regulate the different
stages of the machining process. In detail,
models “Cvm 1” and “Cvm 2” feature a rotary
worktable: the material is loaded with open
lid and, after closing it, rotation allows to
position the material for the glue curing phase
in the lower compartment, where the heating
device is located. “Cvm 2” version has an additional membrane flange that allows to prepare
a second load while the first load is curing,
thus doubling productivity.
Hall 3, stand H11-H19-L12-L20.

www.ormamacchine.it

pre-assembly room by room. This is a critical
stage, especially for boat interiors, because we
have to check the accuracy of all parts, which
cannot be modified when they reach the shipyard, and ensure the possibility to disassemble
and remove all elements for onboard maintenance across the entire lifecycle of a boat. To
make sure that everything is accurate, we prepare the furniture for the incorporation of household appliances, Hvac systems and lighting.
Some customers deliver real samples or appliances to carry out pre-installation and check
tests. When the pre-assembly stage has been
passed, the order is delivered to the customer
or directly to the shipyard for installation”.

GREDA: A NEW WAY TO INNOVATE!
How do you innovate, create a new machine that
can respond to the needs of different sectors
served by Greda, a company based in Mariano
Comense with an established business in special
solid wood working centers? And how can you
offer that new machine at an affordable price
while implementing a process of standardization
and engineering that enables even a small
business to “industrialize” the process? At Greda
they seem to have succeeded. “It wasn't easy,
but in the end we realized that, to do something
really new, we had to focus on what we are,
what we have always been”, says Marianna Daschini, co-owner of the company with her brother
Piero. “We started from a one of our flagship
products, “Poker”, a machine that has given us
great satisfaction for many years, not only for
tenoning, mortising or boring operations, but
also for more complex milling, contouring and
turning. It's a smart, successful technology,
unique in the market, from which our engineering
department has developed an entire program
of highly innovative machines, the “Poker V”
series”. “Basically – adds Piero Daschini, technical manager – we redefined the “Poker”
concept to add customizations that allow to obtain four new solutions. In this way, we can
deliver a perfect machine, equipped with specific
aggregates to execute several operations”.
In the new “Poker V”, all elements were revisited
to turn this working center into an “open solution”.
Let’s go into details, starting from “Poker V1”,
designed for the American market and the production of French doors, i.e. interior doors that
are very popular in the United States. The basic
version has been modified with a large workpiece
table with up to 3,000 millimeter stroke, to load

What has been the contribution of Ormamacchine’s
membrane press to your process?
“Before we purchased this machine, we were
forced to outsource a portion of operations on
pieces with curved shapes which we could
not carry out internally. As these shapes are
very common in interior design for boats, we
decided to invest in a membrane press that
would enable us to perform the entire process
in house. We have obtained good return in
terms of processing time and costs, order management quality and production quality also for
large parts, with the support of experience and
manual skills that have always been vital assets
for Figini. It was a big step for us, but necessary
to stay in this type of market”.
What’s the current market trend and the future
outlook? "In recent years we have recorded a
relatively stable trend. In 2008 the crisis had
completely stopped business in the shipbuilding
industry, so we looked for possible alternatives.
Today business has become discontinuous and
it's hard to make any plan, especially for material
provisioning. We follow the developments of
shipyards and the design activity of architects
step by step, so our operations are increasingly
related to real-time requests with very short
deadlines. This is not a problem, as we are
equipped and accustomed to working in this
way, but we hope the market recovers completely
and restores business continuity...”
by Olivia Rabbi

www.figini.it
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uprights and
crosspieces
clamped by
vertical pressure bars. The
three horizontal
machining
units of “V1”
are duly equipped to execute slots, tenons, milling and all the
necessary joints to produce the required components for French doors. “Poker V2” was designed
for applications in the production of chairs, tables
and furniture legs. The base is provided with two
tilting tables combined with workpiece turning
systems, so that all the faces of a wooden part
can be machined. The standard cutter and power
spindles execute all the required operations but
any vertical machining can be carried out by
simply installing an additional unit. Also “Poker
V3” is particularly suitable for the production of
chair and table components and solid wood furniture. In this version the base features a loading
table on one side and a lathe on the opposite, a
solution that allows to carry out conventional operations while leveraging the potential of a numerical
control lathe, which can also be equipped with a
workpiece loading/unloading system. The family
is completed by “Poker V4”, featuring two lathes
and two workpiece loading/unloading systems.
Also “V4” can be equipped with additional gouge,
knife and sanding unit.
Greda’s lineup will also feature other flagship products, including the five-axis centers “Diva” and
“Sprinter”, and versatile “Mitika”.
Hall 2, stand C13-C17-D12-D16.
www.greda.it

FOCUS

FRAMAR

IGUS

”CENTERDOOR” AND “WIN-TECH”

DUST-REPELLENT E-CHAINS AND EXPANDED RANGE OF LINEAR BEARING PRODUCTS

Also this year Framar will exhibit at Xylexpo
presenting its Nc working centres for doors
and windows processing.
The “Centerdoor” model, specific for manufacturers of doors with medium/high productions is a little work station with four Nc
axes with circular interpolation; it permits the
execution of slots for locks, door strikes and
hinges of different shapes and sizes.
A solid base structure permits the maximum
stability and precision during machining.
Sliding and movements of the axes take place on
linear guides and ball bearing screws, managed
by c.c. motors, reading by encoder.
Management complete software with Macro of
standard jobs.
The other work station exposed is “Win-Tech”
model, specific for windows and doors manufacturers.

Maintenance-free energy supply systems and
polymer bearing technology offer reduced downtimes in the woodworking sector. Igus demonstrates that plastic and wood are a winning combination for moving applications in the wood industry proposing a wide range of solutions for a
lubrication-free and maintenance-free wood processing. Among them, the new four-part “E4.64L”,
whose integrated seal prevents the ingress of
fine dust into the stop dogs.
To increase the service life of motion systems
and thereby reduce costs, following the igus
motto "plastics for longer life", the company has
been developing tough dry-running machine components for the wood industry for decades. In
this way, the chip and dust-proof energy chains
and tubes offer a permanently trouble-free service
life and an optimum cable protection - even in the
most demanding environmental conditions.
igus shows its new “E4.64L” energy chain. Dust
is accumulated and transported by the rotary pusher to outlet openings and carried away. The typical design of the crossbars of the “E4.1L” series
enables an interior height of 64mm, optimised
cable abrasion behaviour and easily opeanable
access to the inner and outer radius for the installation of cables and hoses. The integrated
sealing system prevents wood dust from getting
into the stop dog system of the energy chain
even in extreme applications. igus has developed
the “4240AX” series to protect moving energy
chains securely from dust. Here, an externally
positioned stop dog system prevents the ingress
of fine dust.

This machine is composed by milling group
which permits slots for shutters, door strikes,
holes for doors flap, Stanley, locks and several
kinds of counterplates.
Anuba group permits the drilling and tightening
in automatic cycle of standard Anuba hinges
and Anuba with double shaft.
This machine has a supporting structure with
tubular steel stabilized, with sliding axes on
linear guides, brushless motors, ball bearing
screws and precision racks.
Processor with 17” colour display with “touch
screen” technology and management software with easy graphic interface complete
with all Macro of standard jobs.
CE execution with perimeter fence and intrusion photocells.
Hall 2, stand B13.

www.framarcarpi.it

Therefore “4240AX” is ideal especially for long
travels and promises minimum downtime and
maintenance. Another product with special benefitsfor woodworking is the “R2.75” chip-proof
energy supply tube, which can economically and
ruggedly accommodate cables in an inner height
of 75mm. Double stop dogs and compact design
allow dynamic applications that are driven with
high fill weights and over large unsupported
lengths.
A total of 16 “iglidur” full-range materials can be
ordered online from stock since the beginning of
the year. With bearings in over 3,000 dimensions,
igus has the largest standard range of lubrication-free bearings. The offering has been extended
also to “dryspin” high helix threads and lead
screw units, so that now there are 5 full-range
materials available as standard. Similarly the components of the drylin modular system also underwent a massive expansion. The dirt-resistant linear
dry operation can now be carried out by hybrid
carriages, which combine the gliding and rolling
motion. Together with the drylin W double rails
made of aluminium, they ensure a noticeably
quiet and smooth motion. One particular innovation
from the “iglidur” range was the tribo-tape. Extremely wear-resistant, with low friction coefficient,
easy to cut and to glue; it combines the requirement
needs of the designer and the fitter. With a
thickness of only 0.5 mm, it can be used even in
the smallest installation spaces to reduce wear
and friction anywhere
Hall 3, stand Q09-R10.
www.igus.de

STARK
“DYNAMIC LINE”, BEST CLASSICS EVER AND MORE...
Stark spa is pleased to present "Dynamic Line",
the across-the-board line in the market. Alongside
the "traditional" blades (series "Legend") suitable
for cutting both metal and wood, you will find the
new series "Evolution" (chrome blades for cutting
wood) and "Futurex" (coated blades for cutting
non-ferrous materials, wood and dry cut).
“Evolution”, new chrome-plated/low noise blade
line.Chrome-plated coating is an anti-corrosion
coating that protects the blade from rust and also
a non-sticking treatment: it helps wood chips to
flow better so not to stick on the saw body.
The slots are filled with sound-absorbing resing
which reduces the noise while cutting and also
reduces vibrations during cutting so to improve
finishing on the work piece.
"Futurex", Tct circular saw blades coated Pvd
"Futurex" coated blades, both new and resharpened, ensure incredibly better performances than
classical blades. Coating increases hardness on
the cutting edge so to allow the blades less wear
out while cutting.
The coating acts as a thermal barrier between
the cutting zone and the saw body so to avoid

any possible blade deformation. Thanks to the
low friction coefficient, coating allows the blade
to cut smoother and better. While cutting chips
are flowing easily so to improve the finishing of
the cut (less markes on the surface cut).
The benefits of what above described are as follows: reduced machines downtime (granted by
the longer blade life); less machine power absorption: thanks to the lower friction while cutting the
coated blade reduces the cutting resistance ;
less blade maintenance and grinding costs.
The "Futures" sawblade grants high cutting performances thanks to the Pvd coating protecting
the teeth and on the saw body.
After regrinding operations coating is removed
(face and top), but always sticks on the side
edged of the carbide tip where actually the
frictions is present while cutting so to grant always
outstanding cutting performance along the whole
blade life.
Hall 2, stand A19.

www.starktools.com
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POLISHSTYL
SOLUTIONS FOR BRUSHING TECHNOLOGY AND POLISHING SANDING-MACHINES
PolishStyl company was founded in January
2008 but they have a wide range of customers,
beginning with small and medium-sized works
to large manufacturing plants. The main advantage of PolishStyl is experience of educated
specialists, who offer their regular and potentional
customers technical service regarding wood
working, lacquer coatings, metal, glass, artificial
materials and any other surface. Using many
years experience they recommend a range of
solutions for brushing technology, beginning
with simple one head sanding machines to developed large sanding machines. As a producer
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the company is able to produce and deliver all
kinds of sanding tools which allow them to gain
new satisfied customers all the time.
Polishing-sanding machines are made for
quick and effective sanding of wood and wooden
elements in piles. Working with steel and tynex
heads, the polishing-sanding machines can be
used in more and more popular wood technology
which is called wood structuring. The right
combination of sanding brushes allows to obtain
excellent surface quality.
Hall 3, stand H28.
www.polishstyl.com.pl

FOCUS

ROBATECH

TITMAN

INNOVATIVE GLUING TECHNOLOGY

THE BEST IN ROUTER TOOLING

At Xylexpo 2016, Robatech is presenting innovative solutions for perfect results in woodworking
applications. With the gluing technologies developed by the Swiss company, the highest accuracy
can be achieved even in complex lamination and
edgebanding processes.
One of the highlights at Robatech’s stand will be
the new tank melter “RobaPur 2 Mod”. This
system will be previewed to industry experts at
Xylexpo. “RobaPur 2 Mod” is specifically designed
for quick on-demand melting of different types of
adhesives. High melting capacity and long runtime
are key requirements in the market: to respond to
such requirements, the system can process two
adhesive blocks in sequence. With its modular
design, “RobaPur 2 Mod” can match all customer
needs”, explains Valentino Garbin, Product Ma-

nager Woodworking & Building Industry at Robatech. Decorative frames, shelves, Pvc windows
and partition walls are normally made with coated
profiles. Different formats and materials are used
for such profiles. Eva and Apo adhesives or Pur
reactive products are used in production. Robatech
supports profiling, edge gluing and lamination
processes through the use of spreading heads
that can adjust the continuous application daylight.
At their stand, Robatech will also exhibit the “Fkw
60” and “Fkv 350” coating heads. Both models
are the result of several years of experience in
adhesive application technology and its integration
in various systems. Accurate adhesive dispensing
and tight working tolerances ensure exception finishing results. The heads offer an accurate and
precise application of different types of hotmelt
and reactive Pur adhesives. They are specifically
designed for lamination and profiling systems in
the woodworking industry. With their high precision
standards and short change-over times, the heads
set new standards in metered coating technology.
Another highlight at Xylexpo will be the new drum
unloader “RobaDrum 200” for applications requiring high melting capacity in the woodworking
industry. The most significant innovation of “RobaDrum 200” is the increased melting capacity.
The optimized melting plate surface has significantly increased the melting capacity of the drum
unloader.Higher pump capacity and variable
speed ensure constant pressure and consequently
a regular flow and application of adhesive.
Hall 1, stand M28-N27.
www.robatech.it

Titman is proud to be a world-renowned brand
at the forefront of router cutting technology.
They manufacture the finest quality precisionmade industrial tooling and sell to customers
worldwide. Independent tests have proven Titman
cutters to be very long lasting ones.
Tooling is designed with safety in mind, and by
using the highest quality materials ensures they
comply to exacting standards which guarantees
a safe cutter with a high degree of precision and
a well balanced finish.

INSTALMEC
THREE NEW SYSTEMS
Instalmec boasts more than three decades of
experience in the design and construction of
Wbp, Mdf, Osb & Pellet plants. Besides its traditional product range such as drying units,
suction and dedusting systems, screens, blenders, glue dosing system, Instalmec is proudly
going to present at Xylexpo 2016 exhibition its
new waste wood mineral cleaner.
Up to 80 percent recovery of wood particles
discarded by the wood sifter, the wooden
material can be treated, separated from pollutants and re-used for production. Advangates
of this systema are the lower volume of discarded
material to be disposed of, and therefore diminished costs for disposal, the production increase
and possible integration with other systems to
enhance cleaning efficiency.
Instalmec has also created Its new high efficiency Mdf cleaner, a very efficient fibre cleaning system which eliminates nearly every kind
of pollutants contained in fibre wood (rubber,
glue lumps, small stones and sand). The system
allows to get finished product of high quality,
increased production of first quality boards,
low production costs and compact installation.
Innovative cleaning system for recycled
wood. After several years of research Instalmec
has developed an innovative system for dry
cleaning of wood from pollutants. This cleaning
treatment is suitable for both virgin and recycled
wood and reaches a cleaning-efficiency of
about 98 percent! Advantages are: the additional
cleaning of finest fraction (the system removes
also sand from dust which is then ready to be
burned); constant performance and then constant surface of the panel; compact installation
and low investment and maintenance costs,
low power consumption and lower wear on
blades, saws and cutters.
Hall 2, stand L19.
www.instalmec.com
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Titman provide a fast and efficient dispatch service
from their extensive range of stock items.
Via their UK headquarters, or network of agents
and distributors, they will be pleased to supply all
customers worldwide. The company is committed
to offering excellent customer service and use
their experience of the industry and breadth of
knowledge to help you find the right tools – and
sell them at the best price.
Hall 3, stand Q29.

www.titman.co.uk

FOCUS

LEUCO
“HIGH-END” EDGE IN THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY
For the furniture manufacturers the issue zero
joint is diverse. For several years, machine and
edges manufacturers offer new methods, in which
a heat source such as laser, plasma, hot air or infrared activates the functional layer of the edge
band material and immediately glues it to the
workpiece. Regardless of the very process, for
the invisible joint optics tear-free and razor-sharp
joined edges are a must. It is exactly this claim
which the appropriate Leuco tool solutions meet.
Together with the furniture manufacturer Leuco
discusses individually every little detail and tailors
the tools to the very situation.
Which wood-based materials are used, what is
the overlay of this material, what does the core of
the panel look like, which material thicknesses
are being processed? Which kind of edge is
used? What is the configuration of the machine?

Which and how
many motor units
are available for
the joining process? What is the
expected throughput? Which flexibility does the furniture manufacturer want to
keep open?
Leuco defines the machining sequence and the
tool design such as cutting widths, cutting edge
tip height and the application data exactly according to material and machine requirements – with
the tear-free, razor-sharp joined edge,with maximum economic efficiency, in the focus, always.
Therefore Leuco recommends jointing cutter with
a shear angle of 43° resp. 70°. The interface between the motor and tool affects the quality of the
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joint cutters. Therefore Leuco strongly
advises to pay close
attention to the concentricity of tool
clamping. “Hydro” or
“Hsk” toolholders ensure the most stable
concentricity. A clean
working environment
contributes, particularly in the high-end
range with microfine surfaces and tight
tolerances at high feed speeds to better
quality. Tools with optimized chip flow
design and an optimum suction prevent
the so-called "multiple hogging" which,
among other things, may adversely affect
the jointing quality and reduce the edgelife
of the tools.
Hall 3, stand E21-F22.
www.leuco.com
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PAGNONI IMPIANTI
“QUICKLINE” AT XYLEXPO 2016
The wide range of presses and pressing lines offered
by Pagnoni Impianti can meet all customers’ requirements and specific production capacity needs.
Pagnoni can design and manufacture complete lines
for the primary woodworking industry and furniture
industry. Among its products, the company offers
pressing lines for the production of any wood based
panel and also supplies “Short Cycle Lamination
lines” for panel overlaying with melamine papers,
multi and single opening lines for panel overlaying
with phenolic films, as well as complete lines for the
production of thin Hpl panels and compact, tailored
specifically to customer requirements.
At Xylexpo 2016 Pagnoni presents “Quickline” a
newly developed press line for Hpl panels and
compact boards production, specially designed to
allow, with a small investment, a great flexibility in the
production of small orders. The outstanding features
of “Quickline” are: press line for Hpl production with
hot/cold cycle; new concept for build-up and stripping
of books, with a drastic reduction of personnel and finishing plates investment; extremely fast pressing
cycle in the range of approx.25 min. including heating,
maintenance and cooling phases; few finishing plates;
high-performance and innovative line with great flexibility; lower investment compared to the traditional
Hpl lines. “Quickline” is designed with a single area,
where the simultaneous stripping and build-up of the
paper books is possible, thus reducing the number
of operators to two only. The finishing press plate are
not moved from one area to another but only lifted up
to allow the extraction of pressed laminates from the
press and the feeding of paper books to start the
new cycle. The working cycle can be completed in
25 minutes, involving two operators always staying at
the same side of the line. Thanks to a properly calculated thermal plant and to a special plate drilling
design, the “Quickline” press can reach the same
output capacity of a traditional Hpl press with fewer
openings. With only 4-openings and three finishing
plates per opening, can produce 16 laminates per
pressing cycle, i.e. about 1000 laminates per day
(three working shifts a day for standard production of
0,8 millimetres). This capacity is comparable to that
of a traditional mid-size press with a cycle of 60
minutes, but with the advantage of having only 24 finishing plates, so less than half of a traditional press,
which means a great saving in terms of investment
cost. “Quickline” is particularly suitable for the production of thick compact as well, where only two finishing press plates for each opening are needed, but
even in this case the fast thermal cycle allows
important production. Furthermore, Pagnoni Impianti
proposes its great know how and competence in manufacturing hydraulic presses to all those companies
interested in revamping their existing production
plants, in need to update or upgrade their systems
by means of experienced engineering service team
and the supply of new parts such as hydraulic units,
press platens milled and planed with state of the-art
European machineries and new concept eco-friendly
heating system for thermal-oil able to reduce the
energy consumption and the pressing time.
Pagnoni Impianti provides also a complete assistance
for the installation of the lines including erection,
start-up, commissioning and personnel training.
Hall 2, stand L12.
www.pagnoni.com

FOCUS

WINTERSTEIGER TO SHOWCASE ENTIRE SERVICE RANGE AT XYLEXPO
The special machine builder will present its entire wood service range,
which includes thin-cutting technology, timber surface repairing and saw blades, at Xylexpo 2016.

A new entry-level model for precise thin-cutting of
wood, the “DSB Compact 310” is Wintersteiger's
entry-level model for precision thin-cutting of wood. It
can be used both as a stand-alone machine and as
part of an interlinked line of machines.
With a cutting height of up to 160 mm and an infinitely
variable feed speed ranging from 1 to 16 m/min, the
thin-cutting band saw can handle kerfs as small as
1.1 mm and cut wooden blocks with widths of up to
310 mm.
The “DSB Singlehead 660” thin-cutting band saw is
precise and flexible. It is a single-module thin-cutting
band saw with a cutting width of 660 mm and will be
another highlight of the trade fair. In particular, its efficiency and unusually large cutting width set it apart
from other saws of the same kind.
Representing Wintersteiger's entire band saw range
– which extends from the flexible “DSB Compact
310” entry-level model to multi-module Twinhead production systems – the “DSB Compact 310” and “DSB
Singlehead 660” will be used in live demonstrations
to illustrate their economy, precision and flexibility
with every kind of material. Both planed and roughcut blocks will be split by means of dry and wet
cutting, with precise kerfs as thin as 1.1 mm. The demonstrations will also highlight the fact that no process
changeover work is required.

TIMBER REPAIR AND COSMETICS
Wintersteiger's Timber Repair & Cosmetics
systems, which include both semi-automatic
and fully automatic timber surface repair machines, have been a successful part of the
company's product range since 2012; they
enable the company to meet the high demand
for rustic wooden lamellas. Wintersteiger will
be showcasing the “Trc-M Easy” at Xylexpo.
The semi-automatic machine may be used
as an entry-level timber surface repair model,
or alongside the “Trc 3000+” to correct either

customized products or products with unusual
(e.g. larger than normal) sizes. Saw blades developed and manufactured by Wintersteiger itself. Wintersteiger's stand at Xylexpo would of
course not be complete without the thin-cutting
frame saw blades developed and manufactured
in-house. They are designed to meet specific
and individual customer requirements perfectly
and make Wintersteiger the complete provider.
Hall 2, stand Q05.
www.wintersteiger.com

Zaniolo CdA - 3.16

The Austrian special machine builder Wintersteiger
will be presenting its entire wood service range at
this year's Xylexpo event. The items on display at the
wood processing industry's international trade fair,
which takes place from May 24 to May 28 in Milan,
will cover everything from the company's thin-cutting
technology and timber surface repairs to the highquality saw blades that Wintersteiger develops and
manufactures itself.

Love for wood!

More than 40 years of experience were packed into
the “DSG Notum” thin-cutting frame saw.
There are already over 2,000 Wintersteiger thin-cutting
frame saws in use around the world, and in showing
the “DSG Notum”, the company will be exhibiting an
efficient saw that is able to produce ultra-thin kerfs
starting at 0.7 mm.
Other strengths of this system include excellent component access thanks to the open machine construction, a touch screen, which makes it easy to
operate, and the wide range of services it offers.

Resistance and beauty both indoors and outdoors
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers
and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series
of base coats and finishes for household furniture,
guarantee moisture resistance, surface hardness,
high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.
Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment
cycles for household furniture have obtained the Catas Quality Award.
indoors

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di Creazzo (VI) - Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366 - info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it
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outdoors

MARKETS

CUBA, OPPORTUNITIES AND SCENARIOS
Last June, Acimall went to Havana for one of the
market surveys that the association (representing
Italian woodworking technology manufacturers)
had planned in 2015. The mission was to collect
as much information as possible about the current
situation of the Cuban market. The task turned
out to be quite tough, as local institutions put up
several barriers and were really pressing us.
In 2014, economic activities expanded by 1.3
percent, slower than in 2013 (plus 2.7 percent).
Gdp development was affected by the reduction
of public investments, low productivity in the manufacturing industry, critical climate conditions
and cash crunch from the final quarter 2013.
The gross domestic product is made by 70
percent of services, 21.7 percent of industrial activities, and 3.7 percent of agriculture and fishery.
In 2015, grow is expected to be around 4 percent,
as a result of new investments and rallying import,
aimed at revitalizing agricultural and industrial
production. President Raúl Castro has stressed
the crucial need to stimulate the country’s productivity urgently. He said that “the actualization
of the economic model is firmly advancing" and
priority should be given to production investments.
The current economic development model was
decided by the Cuban Communist Party Congress
in 2011. Recent regulation changes have delivered
positive results, including an increase of employees
in the private sector, stability of the macroeconomic situation, elimination of restrictions on
travels abroad, introduction of credit initiatives for
small commercial and agricultural businesses.
Another key decision was to support foreign investments, by passing a new lay in spring 2014

and creating a Special Development Zone near
the Port of Mariel. We spent one week in Havana,
met several people and institutions, most of all
within the framework of a "System Mission" organized by the Ice office in Mexico City.
The best business opportunities in our industry
are closely related to constructions, a sector
that is attracting the interest of Cuban authorities.
The Ministry of Constructions (Micons) decided
to support the flow of incoming foreign investments
to create new production lines to replace import,
recover and introduce new technology.
Planned initiatives include a project for the construction of a hotel in the tourist resort of Trinidad,
Ancon Peninsula. This hotel will look directly onto
the beach with a capacity of 400 rooms. Among
all opportunities, it is worth mentioning the Mariel
Economic Zone, a site we visited with the System
Mission. Mariel should be home to the country's
new most important industrial district. We visited
the site and saw the effort the local government
is making to create an area suitable for the development of new factories. Authorities confirmed
that, once construction works are completed,
skilled labor available in the country will be
assigned to this area. However, the actual availability of qualified workers, especially in our industry,
is all to be demonstrated. During our week in Havana, we could organize a meeting at the Institute
of Agricultural and Forest Research, which, together
with Micons, is currently the closest entity to woodworking technology industry topics. We made
a long interview with the officials in charge for international relations. Despite the medium-low level
of competence of interlocutors, some interesting

features of Cuba emerged,
which are worth mentioning.
In the woodworking industry,
there seems to be no segment represented by secondary processing technology; according to their estimates, there are 28 companies dealing with forestry.
They also told us that there are still solid partnerships with China and Russia, which are considered
preferential partners. Back to the wood industry,
Marta Gonzalez Izquierdo, international relations
manager, stressed that forest preservation is a
key topic for Cuba, but at the same time there is
no concept of national production and “made in”.
Our review of opportunity closes with the Havana
trade fair. For our survey, we also visited the capital’s exhibition center, a reference infrastructure
for the country, where the most important exhibition
is hosted. Fihav is a general trade fair organized
annually, with increasing participation from Italy.
In 2014 the exhibition covered a 20 thousand
square meter surface. The Italian pavilion measured
1,000 square meters and hosted 90 companies.
The Italian delegation also included a few instrumental equipment companies, indicating potential
interest for this industry.
To judge the Cuban market, you have to take into
account its recent history. As the country opens
up to international trade, interesting opportunities
are arising, but the road for local and international
businesses to establish solid relations will be
neither short nor smooth. The privatization process
has just started and business culture must be
created from scratch. We believe that, for Italian
and international companies in general to achieve
benefits in the long term, strong determination to

invest is necessary. During the week we spent in
Cuba, we experienced the difficult approach with
Cuban counterparts. Delayed meetings, cancelled
meetings or restricted access to offices are just
few episodes that clearly show what kind of difficulties you have to take into account. The state
organization is still predominant and controls virtually all major Cuban companies. For the time
being, local authorities are inevitable as intermediaries for a long and difficult internationalization
process. Talking with representatives of different
Ministries, we had the feeling of great interest but
very poor knowledge. All requests are general
and no specific business plan is requested. We
believe that a good starting point might be the
Havana trade fair, the most important international
business event in Cuba. Italy already has a solid
system in this event and a proven working method.
An additional remark, and a positive one, is about
wood, quite appreciated by Cuban people and
perceived as an asset to be safeguarded. This
element should be taken into consideration in a
global context where raw material wood is losing
market shares to composites, plastics and aluminum. One final note about Ice. The agency is
opening a Havana office that will provide Italian
companies with direct support onsite.
Carlo Alberto Strada - Acimall Studies Office

PRODUCTS

“HOLZFREUND” BY ZETAGI’
Zetagì srl boasts longstanding and solid experience in the formulation and production of wood
protection treatment cycles, identified by the
“Holzfreund” brand: water-based primers, basecoats and topcoats available in a wide range
of types and colors, offering high protection, low
environmental impact and meeting the most
diverse visual and technical application requirements in the protection and finishing of doors,
windows and other wooden elements. A diversified
range of products combines excellent protection
and visual impact of wooden elements.
The high quality standards of "Holzfreund" are
certified by their compliance to Catas requirements
for multiple cycles. The portfolio includes waterbased one-component clear insulating coats, formulated with modified acrylic resins, recommended
as insulating base coats for exotic or tough wood,
as they create a barrier against the action of substances contained in wood, with a filming process.
Besides providing an effective substrate for finishing, their application effectively revives the
wood grain. The range also includes clear waterbased one-component basecoats created with
acrylic water-soluble oil-modified resins suitable
for window pre-treatment, as they build up a
base that, following the finishing operation, creates
a consistent film. The basecoats can be applied
in one or two coats by air-mix sprayers or electrostatic airless sprayers. A wide range of neutral or
colored water-based primers, formulated with
special high-quality resins, is suitable for the treatment of exotic wood windows or tannin-rich
wood species. Application can be executed by
brush, spraying, immersion and flow-coating, placing the window at a 45-degree angle.
"Holzfreund" primers exceed the Uni En 152 standards. There is a wide range of "Holzfreund" one-
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component water-based clear or slightly pigmented top coats, suitable for different types of
wood. Their formulas are based on acrylic resins
and feature high resistance to weather agents,
Uv rays and bleaching.The high technological
standards of “Holzfreund” coatings ensure excellent film surface hardness and high elasticity
even and high elasticity even at low temperature.
Such feature, combined with strong water resistance, translate into good film consistency,
even in the most critical conditions for windows.
With high resistance to blocking, highly transparent
and solid dry film, and superior verticality, the
“Holzfreund” coatings are particularly suitable
for any application, especially industrial operations,
doors and windows, made of any type of wood.
Another solution is the “Lasur” family, designed
for the protection of timber constructions, beams,
gazebos etc., offering high resistance to weather
agents. For an optimal cycle, two coats of waterbased primer “682129 HF Lasur Imp W” should
be applied, as its thixotropic features allow to
apply coats of suitable thickness even on horizontal surfaces, also already installed; to increase
water repellent properties, it is recommended to
add (without intermediate sanding) a waterbased topcoat “1714018 Hf Lasur “W” in teak
color. These painting cycles achieve the dual
result of preserving wood while obtaining excellent
visual impact, enhancing the value of products
over time.
www.zetagi.it

MARKETS

NAFTA REGION, A DRIVER FOR ITALIAN EXPORT
product diversification, focus on niche products
with high added value and increasing specialization
for some products. Another topic, probably the
most important one for strategic marketers, is the
selection of suitable promotion tools to reach the
target audience. They were also asked to indicate
their favorite source of information when they
consider purchasing a new piece of equipment.
Most respondents simply request cost estimates
to a number of vendors, without dedicating much
effort to benchmarking. Let’s get into details. How
much are users going to spend in the next two
years? Most respondents indicated between
100,000 and 500,000 dollar; not much, really...
But there is a detail we want to point out. Among
Italian technology users, 16 percent are planning
an investment beyond 5 million dollar, a very high
The year 2015 was overall positive for Italian export.
The trend was characterized by continuous highs
and lows and tensions on the Chinese and most of all
Russian market did not help Italian wood technology
companies. Brazil and Argentina are not taking off
and the Italian market only shows timid signs of recovery. However, there is one market that, for one and a
half year now, has recorded significant and constantly
growing volumes. It’s the United States and the Nafta
region as a whole, including Canada and Mexico.
We want to offer a deeper insight, reporting a survey
carried out within Machines Italia, a permanent initiative by the Italian Foreign Trade Agency focused
on North America. This document analyzes the consumption habits of instrumental equipment users in
the Usa, Canada and Mexico. We will now try to sum
up the most significant and interesting concepts.
Let's begin with general figures to outline the context,
size and level of the market under scrutiny. In 2016,
the Gdp of the United States and Mexico will both
grow by 2.8 percent, while Canada will exceed 1.5
percent. These figures indicate that recovery is solid,
especially in the huge US market. In absolute value,
the US gross domestic product exceeds 18 thousand
billion dollar, approximately nine times bigger than
Italy’s and slightly above the entire European Union.
All over North America, unemployment rates are very
low on average, between 4 and 6 percent, while
public debt, apart from Mexico, is quite high (88
percent of Gdp in Canada and 105 percent of Gdp in
the United States). The survey involved 771 companies
in North American in 15 instrumental equipment industries, including woodworking technology. Among
several figures, the first that jumps to attention is the
number of companies using Italian equipment: only
189 organizations, representing a 24.5 percent share.
Not much... Italian technology certainly has several
strengths: interviewed users have recognized that
“Made in Italy" means quality, durability, precision,
speed and strong propensity to innovation. However,
they also mentioned weaknesses that Italian operators
probably dismiss as “commonplace”: language barrier,
hard-to-understand written communications, slow feedback to customers and poor English language
versions of Italian websites are all elements that
should be considered. Spending more time and resources in these areas might bring some competitive
benefits. According to available figures, Italian products
have a good quality reputation, especially among
those who tested them. As many as 52 percent of
users of Italian technology believe that, with modern
equipment, they can execute operations previously
impossible. Among those who don’t use Italian products, the share drops to 20 percent.
What are American customers looking for in foreign
products? The first answer is efficiency and effectiveness, respectively indicated by 44 and 42 percent.
Also finished product quality got several mentions.
Besides identifying urgent needs, also medium-term
visibility is required, especially for the strategic
decisions of prospects. Another question was about
the next strategies of companies. The answers were
varied, although the most mentioned objectives include
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share considering the level of expenditure. Let’s
close with a final figure: how far back does the
latest technology acquisition date? Again there
are some differences: among “made in Italy” loyal
customers, several indicated a recent purchase,
less than six months ago. Among other users, the
timeframe is much wider, from six months to three
years. Of course, it is hard to sum up an extensive
survey in few lines. However, we believe we have
given you the key notions and information, which,
quite honestly, we found partially surprising and
new to our established vision of this market.
“Made in Italy” is still a real asset, it has not been
lost or wasted. It needs to be protected, to be
promoted and to be strengthened. One final point
to be considered: the market is lively, European
export to the Nafta region is growing massively
and it represents an opportunity that, probably,
not all companies are duly considering.
Carlo Alberto Strada
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CONTACTS

Dust extraction
systems and filtration
SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES
CONTROL LOGIC srl

Primary processing

Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com
Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

Via Europa, 4 I-42015 Correggio (RE)
phone +39 0522 631055
fax +39 0522 642992
www.fm.re.it - fm@fm.re.it

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.
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GIARDINA FINISHING srl

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

Design and production of technical items in
thermoplastic materials by molding process.
Design and manufacture of their moulds.

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

RS WOOD srl
Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

VEBA MECCANICA srl

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Surface finishing

Automation

FM srl

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Secondary processing

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735 - fax +39 011 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

Handling
and commissioning
FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

Lacquers

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings
for interiors and exteriors, uv-curing coatings,
acrylic coatings, polyester coatings, nitro
coatings, fire-retardant coatings and
pigmented coatings. Products for parquet
floors, special effects, stains, impregnating
agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386 - fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES
Agents and wood trades

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.
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the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
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1-3 June 2016
Carefour International du bois
www.timbershow.com
• Nantes (France)
Wood

8-11 September 2016
Fmc
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

1-4 June 2016
Wmf
www.chinaexhibition.com
• Beijing (China)
Woodworking technologies

9-11 September 2016
Sri Lanka Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Woodworking technologies

7-9 June 2016
Expo Ampimm
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 September 2016
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

8-11 June 2016
Timber and woodworking
www.mebelexpo.kz
• Almaty (Kazakistan)
Woodworking technologies

14-18 September 2016
Bife Sim
www.bife-sim.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies

9-11 June 2016
Woodex for Africa
www.woodexforafrica.com
• Johannesburg (Africa)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 September 2016
Lignumexpo Forest
www.agrokomplex.sk
• Nitra (Slovakia)
Woodworking technologies

15-18 June 2016
Expoforest
www.fexpocruz.com.bo
• Santa Cruz (Bolivia)
Woodworking technologies

28-30 September 2016
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 July 2016
Awisa
www.awisa.com
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 September 2016
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 July 2016
Formobile
www.feiraformobile.com.br
• Sao Paulo (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies

02-05 October 2016
W16
www.wexhibition.co.uk
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies

17-20 August 2016
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

11-15 October 2016
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 August 2016
Kofurn
www.kofurn.or.kr
• Seoul (Korea)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 October 2016
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture

24-27 August 2016
Iwf
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

18-20 October 2016
Timber Expo
www.ukconstructionweek.com
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Constructing and architecture

1-4 September 2016
Holzmesse
www.kaerntnermessen.at
• Klagenfurt (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
6-9 September 2016
ExpoDrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
7-10 September 2016
Ciff
www.ciff-sh.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
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